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SINGLE PHASE INDITCTION MOTOR.
BY CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ.
§. 1. LOAD AND SPEED CURVES OF SINGLE PHA8E
INDUCTION MOTOR.
In the polyphase motor a iiumber of secondary coils displaced
in position from each other, are acted upon by a number of
primary coils displaced in position and excited by E. M. F.'S dis-
placed in phase from each other by the samie angle as the dis-
placement of positioIn of the coils.
In the single phase induction miotor a system of arrmature cir-
cuits is acted upon by one primary coil (or a system of primary
coils connected in series or in parallel) excited by a single alter-
nating current.
A number of secondary circuits displaced in position muist be
used so as to offer to the primary circuit a short-circuited second-
ary in any positioln of the armature. If only one secondary coil
is used, the motor is a synchronous induction motor and belongs
to a different class, the reaction machines.
A single-phase induction motor will not start from rest, but
when started in either direction will accelerate with increasing
torque and approach synchronism.
When running at or very near synchronism, the magnetic
field of tlle single-phase induction motor is identical with that of
the polyphase motor. That is, the magnetic field has the same
intensity in every direction, but is displaced in phase progressively,
and can be represented by the theory of the rotating field. Thus
in a tuirn wound at right angles to the primary winding of the
single-phase induction motor, at synchronism an E. M. F. is in-
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duced equal to that induced in a tuirn of the primary winding,, but
differing tlherefrom by 900 in phase.
In a polyphase motor the mnagnetic flux in any direction is due
to the resultanit m. M. F. of primarv and of secondary currents, in
the same way as in a transformer. The same is the case in
tlle direction of the axis of the exciting coil of the single plhase
induction motor. In the direction at right angles to the axis of
the exciting coil, lhowever, tihe inagnetic flux is due to the M. 31. F.
of the armature currents alone, no pritmiary E. M. F. acting izn this
direction.
Consequently, whlile in the polyplhase motor ruiinning light,
that is doing no work whatever, the armature becomes current-
less, and the primary currents are the exciting current of the
miotor only, in the single-phase induction motor, even wlhen run-
ning light, the armiature still carries the exciting current of the
magnetic flux in quadrature with the axis of the primarv exciting
coil. Since this flux has the same iintensity as the flux in the di-
rection of the axis of the primary excitinig coil, the current in
the armature of the single-phase induction motor running light,
and therefore also the primary current corresponding thereto, has
the same M. M. F., that is, the same intensity as the primary ex-
citing current, anid the total pritnary current of the single-phase
induction mlotor runninig light is thus twice the exciting current;
that is, it is the exciting current of the main inagnetic flux plus
the current inducing in the armatuire the exciting current of the
cross magnetic flux. In the armature or secondary, this exciting
current is a current of twice the primary frequency.
Thus, if in a quarter-phase motor running light, one phase is
open circuited, the current in the other phase doubles. If in the
three-phase motor two phases are open circuited, the current in
the third phase trebles, since the resultant M. M. F. of a three-
phase machine is 1.5 times that of one phase. In consequence
hereof, the total volt-ampere input of the motor rem:iains the
same, anld at the same magnetic density, or the same impressed
E. M. F., all inductioir motors, single-phase as well as polyphase,
conisume approximately the same volt-ampere input, and the
same power input for excitation, and give the samne distribution
of miagnetic flux.
SinIee the inaximtsutmi output of a sinigle-phase motor at the same
impressed E. M. F. is considerably less than that of a polyphase
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motor, it follows herefrom that the relative exciting current in
the single-plhase motor itiust be larger.
The cauise of this cross inagnetization in the single-plhase in-
duction motor near synchronism is that the induced armature
currents lag 91o0 behind the induced mnagnetism, and are carried
by the synchlronous rotationi 9W in space before reaclhing their
maximum, tlhus give the samne magnetic effect as a quarter-phase
E. AT. F. iinpressed upon1 the primary systemn in quadrature posi-
tion with the main coil, and can be eliminated by impressing a
magnetizinig quadrature E. M. F. upon an auxiliarv motor eircuit
as done in the monocyclic motor.
Below synchronism, the induced armatuire currents are carried
less than 900, and thus the cross-magnetization due to themn is
correspondingly redluced, and becomes zero at standstill.
The toI-que of an iinduceion motor is proportional to the arnna-
ture ene1-gy curirents times the intensity of m-agnetic flux in quad-
ratuire posit on tlhereto. Thus in the poly phase nmotor, where the
magnetic flux is constanit in all directions at all speeds, and pro-
portionial to the counter -Z. M. F. e, the torque is
T e I,.
In the single-phase indLuction miiotor, the armature energy currents
can flow only coaxial with the primary coil as the only posi-
tion in whlieh corresponding primary currents exist. The mag-
netic flux in quadrature position is proportional to the com-
ponent e carried in quadratuire, or approximately to (1-s) e, and
the torque is thus,
7= (l-s) e Li
thlis decreases much faster witlh decreasing speed, and becomes
zero at standstill. The power is tlhen,
P= (l s)2 e11.
Since in the single-phase motor one primnary only, but a multi-
plicity of secondary circulits exists, all secondary circuits are to
be considered as corresponding to the samie primnary circuit, and
thus as the secondary impedance is to be used the joint iinped-
ance of all secondary circuits. Thus, if the armature has a
quarter-phase winding of impedance Z1 per circuit, the resultant
secondary inmpedance is Z2 if it contains a three-phase winding2
of impedance Z1 per- circuit, the resultant secondary is
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In consequence hereof the resultant secondary impedance of a
single-phase motor is less in comparison with the primary im-
pedanice than in the polyphase motor. Since the drop of speed
under load depends upon the secondary resistance, in the single-
phase induction motor the drop in speed at locad is generallv less
thani in the polyphase motor. This greater conistancy of speed
of the single-phase induction motor h-as led to the erroneous opin-i
ion that such a motor operates at synchlronismn, while in reality
even at no load whatever it cannot approach perfect synichronism.
The furtller calculation of the single-phiase induction motor is
identical with that of the polyphase induction motor, as giveni in
my former paper on the polvphase induction motor.1
In general, no special motors are used for single-phase circuits,
but polyphase motors adapted thereto. An induction motor
with one primary wi-nding only, could not be started by a phase-
splitting device, and would necessarily be started by external
means. A polyphase motor, as for instance a standard thiree-
phase motor operating single phase, by having two of its termnin-
als connected to the single-phase mains, is juist as satisfactorv a
single-phase motor as one built with one primary winding only.
The ontly difference is that in the latter case a part of the cir-
cumference of the primary strueture is left without windinig,
while in the polyphase motor this part contains windings also,
which, however, are not used, or not effective whien runining as
single-phase motor, but are necessarv wheni starting by nmeans of
displaced E. M. F.'s. ThuE in a three-phlase motor operating from
single phase mains, in starting, the third terminal is connected to
a phase-displacing device, giving to the motor the cross-magneti-
zation in quadrature to the axis of the primary coil, which at
speed is produced by the rotationi of the iniduced secondary cur-
rents and whlich is necessary for producing the torque by its
actions upon the induced secondary energy currents.
Thus the investigation of the single-phase induction motor re-
solves itself into the investigation of the quarter-phase or three-
phase, or in general polyphase miotor opeiating oIn single-phase
circuiits.
If in a quarter-phase motor, or motor with two primary cir-
cuits in quadrature,
Y' = 9gt +jA = primary exciting admnittance per circuit,
1. TRANSACTIONS, vol. xiv, p. 175, (may issue
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tlhe- same motor operating as sinigle-phase motor on one primary
circuit has the primary admittance,
Y-= 2 Y'= + b.
Since the total volt-amipere and power input when running light
are the samie, as seen before.
In the same way in the three-plhase motor, orVmotorwith three
primary circuits if,
Y/" = "' +jb' = primary exciting admittance per circuit,
the same motor operated as single-phase motor has the primary
admittance:
Y= 3Y" +jb.
The primary impedance is that of the circuits used when running
single phase.
The secondary impedance is the resultanit impedance of all
secondary circuits, reduced to the primary by the ratio of turns,
since all secondary circuits correspond to one and the same
primary circuit in the single-phase nmotor. Thus if Z,1 = r,'-
j x1 isecondary impedance per circuit of a motor witlh
quarter-phase secondary, or secondary of two circuits in quiadra-
ture, the secondarv iinpedance of the same motor on single-phase
circuit is,
Z1 Zi1 = r, -j x1.
If Zi''=i"-j ," = secondary impedance per circuit, of
a motor with three-phase secondary reduieed to the prirnary, the
secondary impedance of the same mnotor on single phase circuit is,
z = A = r - j X1.
Or in general, in a motor with quarter-phase secondary, the,
secondary impedance is halved; in a motor with three-phase
secondary, reduced to -, since the total secondary winding cor-
responds to cone primaary winding. Thus the slip is less in the
single-phase motor.
In diagranms Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, the load curves of five typical
single phase induction motors are shown.
These motors are identical with the five typical polyphase
motors shown as Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of my previous paperl on.
the polyphase induction motor, and their constants, are abstracted
on Table I. of my previous paper, under X1, X 2 \3, X4, and X 5
on three-phase circuit, under X, X 21, X 31 X X51 of this
table as single-phase motor.
1. TRANSACTIONS, VOl. Xiv, p. 175, (May issue.)
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Thesermotors are:
THREE-PHASE, PER CIRCUIT; SINGLE-PHASE.
Ist-All around good motor:
Y= .01 + .1j, Y= .03 + .3j,
Z=.1 -.3j, Zo = .1 -.3j,
or: Z= .033 + .1 j,
= 6.36, = 12.72,
p = 10.0 p = 10.0,
= 31.6, r = 31.6.
Fig. 3. Fig. 1.
2nd.-fIigh resistance motor:
Y= .01 + .1 Y= .03 + .3],
Z =.2 -.3j, Zo =.2-.3j,
or: Z1 =.067- .1j,
= 7.26, =_ 14.52,
pB= 10.0, p = 10.0,
r = 55.4, r= 55.4.
Fig. 4. Fig. 2.
*3rd.-High resistance anid high admittance motor:
Y= .04 + .4 j, Y= .12 + 1.2 j,
Z =.3- .j, Zo .3-.3j,+
or: Z 1- .1*
,
==34.2, 0 =68.4,
p = 10.0, p =10.0,
r = 70.7, r 70.7.
Fig. 5. Fig. 3.
4th.-High reactance motor:
Y= 044 + 4j,, I Y= .02 +.2j, Y= .06 + .6j,
Z = 05 3 or3 z .l-.6j, Zo= .1 -.6j,
or: Z - .033 -.2],
= 24.44, = 48.88,
p 10.0,= 10.0,
= 16.4, = 16.4.
Fig. 6. Fig. 4.
Sth.-High susceptance motor:
Y= .02 + 4j, Y= .06 + 1.2j,
Z = .1 -.3]. Zo=.1-.3j,
or: Z1= .033 + .1j,
= 25.35, = 50.7,
p = 5.0, = .5.0,
r = 31.6, = 31.6.
Fig. 7. Fig. 5.
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That is, the three-phlase notors X1, X2, X31 X4 X5 operated
from a single-phase circuit give the constants shown under X,',
X21, X31, X41, x51. The primary adnittance is increased thlree-
fold, the prinwary impedanice 1remains the samne, and the secondary
impedance is clecreased to -.
0
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FIG. 3 -Single Phase Induction
Motor. Load Curves.
Y = .I2 + 1.2. ZI = .1 -.Ij.
ZO = 3- 3.
FIo. 4.-Single Phase In(luction
Mot4,r. Load Curves.
Y = .o6 + 6j Zi = 033 .2].
Z3 =.
-.6j.
Si-rce in a single-phase motor the primary impedance and the
secondary impedance are generally verv different, the approxi-
mation Z,, Z1 can no longer be made, and in deriviing the
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-characteristic constant a and the power factor r, the average of
primary and secondary itmpedance is used.
Z=Z +Z1 ro+rx1 + xi2 2
The average impedance is 2, the primriary admittance, three
times that of the three-phase motor, thus the clharacteristic
constant z9 is doubled.
The same result applies to quarter-plhase or any other poly-
phase motors.
That is: An induetion motor operated on single-phase circuit
gives twice the characteristic constant 0, but the same power
factors ,B and y as the same miotor operated on polyphase circuit.
The discussion in my previous paper on the effect of the con-
stants 0, iS, r on the behavior of the polyphase motor essentially
applies to the single-phase motor also.
Obviously, if the power factor of the secondary is different
from that of the primary, the constant r will be mnodified by the
change to single-phase. Thus with high resistance secondary,
where the power factor of the secondary is higlher than that of
the primary, oni single phase circuit the resuiltant power factor r
is lower than on polyphase circuit.
The differences in thle load curves of the induction motor on
single-phase and on polyphase circuit, are essentially those corre-
sponding to the doubling, of the chairacteristic constant ?0. Thus
comparing X11, X2' with the two three-plhase motors of my
previous paper which have the same characteristic constant z, we
find very nearly the same power faetors, efficiencies, apparent
efficiencies and excitinig currents. The values are not perfectly
the satme, sinee the slip s in the single phase motor is only about
half or less of that of the three-phase motor, in consequence of
the lesser secondary impedance.
Coinparing. however, the single-phase motor with the same
motor on polyphase ciircuit, we see that the former is inferior, as
to be expected from the changfe of the characteristic constant i%
which, as discussed in mny formner paper, is the fundamental
characteristic determining the quality of the motor. Especially
great is the inferiority of the single-phase motor with poorer
motors; less, although still very inarked with good polyphase
motors. The single-phase motor is inlerior, especially at light
load, mostly due to its lower power factor.
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The best insight into the changes which have taken place by
operating polyphase motors on sinigle-phase circulits, is given by-
comparing the load cuirves in the diagrams. As seen, the effect
is a general decrease of the curves, especially at light loads, inak-
ing them rise mulllch slower and to lesser maximumn values.
In general it can be said that a fair polyphase motor makes a
poor single-phase motor. A good polypphase miiotor mnakes a fair
single-phase motor, and to get a good single-phase motor an ex-
ceedingly good polyphase motor is required.
The speed is miuch more constant in the single-phase indtuction
motor than in the polyphase motor.
The maximurn torque anid output of the single-phase mnotor is
somewhat greater than that of the thbiee-phase motor per circuit.
Hence, since the total torque anid output of the three-phase motor
is three times that per circuit, the single-phase motor at the
same impressed E. M. F. gives less than half the output of the
polyphase motor. This is the cause of the inferiority of the
siingle-phase motor. With the same volt-ampere excitation, the
same loss of energy in the iron, and somewhat over half the loss
of energy in the copper, the outpuit is reduced to less than one-
half.
Obviously by operating the sinigle-phase mrlotors at higher volt-
age, or what means the same, rewindirng them for a higher density,
their output can be increased, but as discussed before, their con-
stants are not changed thereby. Limiting the output by the
heating of the motor, that is the loss of energy therein, the per-
missible rating of a motor on single-phase circuit is about from
- to 3 that of the same motor rewound for polyplhase cir-
cuits. In this case, the magnetic density of the single-phase
motor is from 25 to 30% higlher: thus the exciting volt-amperes
and the loss in the iron correspondingly higher, as represented by
the constants of the motor.
The falling off of the torque and the output of the single plase
motor with decreasinig speed, is much more abrupt than in the
polyphase mnotor, since the expression of the torque of the single-
phase motor contains the speed (1--s) as factor, while that of the
polyphase motor does rnot.
Thus, while in the polyphase motor the insertion of resistance
in the armature does not ehange the torque, but merely shifts all
its values toward lower speeds, in the single-phase motor resist-
ance in the armature not oinly shifts the values of torque towards
1898 J
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lower speed, but also reduces the values due to the factor (1-s)
entering the expression of torque. In Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are shown
speed curves of the motor X11 for the armature resistances,
r, = .033 (short-circuited armatture),
= .0833,
ri = .2,
r= .533.
corresponding to the resistances .1, .25, .6 and 1.6 in each of the
three armatuire circuits. Thus these figures give the torquLe,
power factor, torque efficiencv, apparent torque efficiency and
current as funetion of the speed on single-phase circuits, of the
same mnotor anid for the same armature resistances, for which the
curves on three-phase circuit are slown in Figs. 10 and 11 of my
previous paper. Thius these diagramas are directlv comparable.
The torque curves of the single-phase motor have the samne
general character as those of the three phase motor; a stable
branch betweeni sy7nchronism and maximum torque and an un-
stable branch between maximum torque and standstill. The
difference, however, is that all the single-phase torque curves
slope toward zero at standstill, while the three-phase torque
curves reach defiuiite values at staiidstill. With increase of arma-
ture resistance, the imaximum torque point shifts towards lower
speed, but at the same time decreases in the single-phase motor,
while it remains the same in the three-phase imotor. In the sin-
gle-phase motor, the maximum torque point is nearer synchro-
nism, that is, the speed regulation is better.
In the single-phase motor a stable and an unstable branch of
the torque curve always exists. In the polyphase motor the lat-
ter disappears beyond a certain secondary resistance, and for in-
stance no longer exists in the above discussed motor for r, = .6
and ,-j 1.6.
The current curves in Figs. 7 and 8 on single-phase and on
three-phase circuits show the same general character, with the
modification due to the lesser slip of the single-phase motor,
which causes the same shape to correspond to a higher resistance.
For instance, ri _ 1.6 in the single-phase motor gives about the
same shape as r,1 = .6 in the three-phase motor. The power
factor curves have the same clharacter, but the single-phase curves
reach a lower maxiimum only, at a lesser slip.
Torque efficiency and apparent torque efficiency are different
in so far as these quanttities in polyphase mnotors approach finite
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values at standstill, while in single-plhase imotors their curves slope
towards zero at standstill. The torque efficiency and apparent
torque efficiency reach tlheir mnaxima at higher speed or lesser slip
on single-phase than on polyphase cirecuit, and are lower.
It is obvious herefrom that the single-phase induction motor,
while quite fair in the range of speed above the maximum torque
point, becomes very unisatisfactory below this lpoint, or at lower
speeds. Armature resistanice in the single-phase induction mnotor
brings the maximum torquie point down to lower speeds. 1Iut
since the maximuin torque point is lowered, the more the speed is
reduced at which it takes place, single-phase motors cannot be
operated on rheostatic control for variable speeds as satisfactorily
as polypphase inotors, and armature resistance is thus used mostly
only for starting the motor.
Since the torque of the single-phase motor falls off in any case
with decreasing speed, the use of variable armature resistance in
starting a single-phase motor is far more necessary thani in polv-
phase motor. For instance, the three-phase motor in Fig. 10 of
my previous paper will carry one-third of full load from stand-
still up to synchronism with slhort-circuited low resistance arma-
thire, and practically full load from one-half speed. The same
motor as single-phase motor will carry one-third load fromi one-
fourth speed, or two-thirds load, from one-half speed up to syn-
chronism, only when the armature resistance is the most favor-
able, PI= .6.
At stanidstill the single-phase motor torque is zero, and thbus
some starting device, electrical or otherwise, is needed. This
starting device, however, while it needs not to bring the motor up
to full synchronism, as necessary witlh a single-phase synchlronous
motor, has to brino it up to sone speed, since only at about one-
fourth speed the inherent torque of the single-phase induction
motor becomes noticeable, and considerable only at about one-
half speed. With short-circuited low resistance armature, the
starting device has to bring the miotor up fairly close to synichro-
Coneatenationi or tandem control of single-phase induction
motors can be used, but the result is not as satisfactory as with
polyplhase motors, since the magnetic field of the single-plhase
motor becomes uniform only when approaching synchronism, and
thup at lhalf speed the E.M.F. induced in the secondary is pulsating
in intensity.
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The effect of the change of frequency and change of the
numiber of poles, etc. is the same in the single-phlase inotor as in
the polyphase motor, and the inivestigation regarding hereto is
directly applicable to polyphase as well as single-phase mnotors.
In the preceding discussion of the single-phase motor, the as-
suLmption has been made that the magnetic field of cross-magneti-
zation produced by the armature currents is proportional to the
counter E. M. F. of the motor and to the speed. In reality it
varies with a more complex function of the speed, and thus the
torque curves calculated with this assumption, do not show the
perfect coincidence with the results of tests as is the case of the
polyphase nmotor, although they agree fairly well.
,-
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FIG. 9. FIG. 10.
1.8-30-900-110, Form "A." 60 Cycles, 1.8-30.900-110, Form "A." 60 Cycles,
8 Poles, 110 volts. Single Phase. 8 Poles, 110 Volts. Single Phase.
Curves Calculated with Y = 135 + 1.15 j. Speed Curves.
Zo = .045 -.124j. Zi = .0137 - *041 j. Calculated with: V = .135 + I.I5 jFriction: 5oo Watts at Synchronism.
-o .C45 - .124 j. Z = .0134 - .041.1Observed by Test: + soo Synchronous Watts Fricti.-n.
X Observed by Test.
A further assumption has been made by representing the
M. M. F. of cross-magnetization by a doubling of the primary im-
pedance, but neglecting the effect of the armature currents pro-
ducing the cross-magnetization.
In Fig. 9 are shown the load curves, and in Fig. 10 the speed
curves of the 1 -8-30-900-1060 cycles, form A, the same
motor of which the three-phase load culrves are given in Fig. 1
and the three-phase speed curves in Fig. 2 of my previous paper.
These single-phase curves are calculated for the same impressed
voltage, that is the same magnetic denisity, and with the same
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conistants as the three-phase curves in the previous paper, with
the changes discussed above; trebling the primary admiittance and
reducing the secondary impedance to one-third. The results of
tests are mxarked by crosses. As seen, the coincidence between
test and calculation is quite good. This motor is the first 60-
cycle induction motor bLilt, and tlhus does not now represent the
present state of the art, but is used here, owinig to the very coin-
plete investigations made with it.
X 2. SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR STARTING DEVICES.
As seen in the preceding, the single-phase induction motor at
standstill has no starting torque, since the line of polarization due
to the armature currents coincides with the axis of inagnetic flux
impressed by the primary circuit. Only when revolving. tor(que
is produced, due to the axis of armature polarization being shifted
against the axis of magnetism by the rotation, until at or near
synchronism it is in quadrature therewith, and the magnetic dis-
positionl thus identical with that of the polyphase induction mo-
tor.
Leaving out of consideration starting by mechanical nmeans,
and starting by converting the motor into a series or shunt motor,
that is by passing the alternating culrrent by means of commuta.
tor and brushes through botlh elements of the motor, as methods
of starting single-phase motors are left:
lst.-Shifting of the axis of armature or secondary polariza-
tion against the axis of inducing mnagnetism.
2nd.-Shifting the axis of magnetism, that is producing a
magnetic flux displaced in position from the flux inducing the
armature currents.
The first Inethod requires a secondary system which is unsym-
inetrical in regard to the primary, and thus, since the secondary
is movable, requires means of changing the secondary circuit, that
is commutator brushes slhort-circuiting secondar.y coils in the po-
sition of effective torque, and open-circuiting them in the position
of opposing torque.
Thus this method leads to the repulsion motor, which is a
commutator motor also.
With the coinmutatorless induction motor, or motor withl per-
manentlv closed armature circuits, all starting devices consist in
establishing an auxiliary magnetic flux in phase with the induced
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secondary currents in timne. and in quadrature witht the line of
armature polarizationi in space thLat is they consist in producinga
component of magn:letic flux in quadrature in space witlh the
primary magnetic flux iniducing the armature currents and in
phase with the latter; that is in quadrature with the primnary
liiaglietic flulx.
Thls if
P polarizationi due to the induced or armnatnre currents,
31 auxiliary imagnetic flux,
,(r= plhase displacemert in timiie between X and P, and
( plhase displacement in space between Al and P, the
torque is
iT -J1) Alsin (o cos
In general the starting, torque, apparent torque efficieney, etc.
of the single-plhase induction motor with anly of these devices are
given in per cent. of the corresponding values of the same motor
-with polyphase nmagnetic flux, that is, with a magnetic system con-
sisting of two equal imiagnetic fluxes in quadrature in time and
space.
Thus all starting devices of the commutatorless single-phase
induction motor consist in the production of a component of mag-
netic flux displaced froni the axis of polarization of the induced
or armature currents.
The infinite variety of arrangements proposed for this purpose
can be grouped into three classes.
lst. Phase-Splitting Devices.-The primary system is conm-
posed of two or more circuits displaced from each other in posi-
tion, and combined with impedances of different inductance
factors 8o as to produce a phase displacement between them.
When using two motor circuits, they can either be connected
in series between the single-phase mnains, and shunted with im-
pedances of different inductance factors, as for instance, a con-
,densance and an inductance, or they can be connected in shunt
between the single-phase mains but in series with impedances of
,different inductance factor. Obviously the impedance used for
displacing the phase of the exciting coils can either be external
or internal as represented by high-resistance winding in one
coil, etc.
In this class belongs the use of the transformer as phase-split-
tinag device, by inserting a transformer primary in series to one
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motor circuit in the main line, and connecting the other motor
circuit to the secondary of the transformer, or by feeding
one of the inotor circuits directly from the nmains, and the other
from the secondary of a transformer connected across the mains
with its primary. In eitlier case, it is the internal impedance,
respectively internal adnmittance, of the transforiner which is com-
bined with one of the mi-otor circuits for displacing its phase,
and thus this arrangetnent becomes mnost effective by using
transformers of high internal impedance or adinittance, that is
poor transformers.
2d. litdactive Deviees.-The motor is excited by the combi-
nationi of two or more circuits which are in inductive relation to
eaclh othem. This mutual inductioni between the miiotor circuits
can either take place outside of the motor in a separate phase-
splitting device, or in the mnotor proper.
In the first case the simplest form is the divided circuit whose
branches are inductively related to each other by passing around
the same maonetic circuit external to the motor.
In the second case the'simplest form is the combination of a
prirmiary exciting coil and a short-circuited seeondary coil induced
thereby on the primary member of the motor, or a secondary
coil closed by an impedance.
3d. liMonocyclic Starting Device.-An essentially wattless
E. M. F. of displaced phase is produced outside of the motor,
and used to energize a cross-magnetie circuit of the motor, either
directly by a special teaser coil on the inotor, or indirectly by
combining this wattless E. M . F. with the main E. M. F. and there-
by deriving a system of E. M4. F.'s of approximately three-phase
or any other relation. In this case the primary system of the
motor is supplied essentially by a polyphase system of E. M. F.
with a single-phase flow of energy, a system, which I have called
" monocyclic."
A. PHASE SPLITTING I)EVICES.
Parallel Connection. Let the motor contain two primary cir-
cuits of different inductance factors in parallel between the
single-phase mains, and at right angles with each other in space.
Two equal primary circuits, of the apparent impedance,'
z= r
-,jx,
1. Including secondary circuit, that is, z impressed E. M. F. in motor coil
current
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are arranged at right angles on the motor field, and connected in
series with the respective impedances:
Z=r_ j x1 and Z2 =r2 j x2
in parallel across the single-phase mains of impressed E. M. F.,
E= e
as shown diagraminatically in Fig. 11.
Let E1 and J1 = E. M. F. and current in first,
E2 and II2 =- " " second motor coil.
The angle of phase displacement between the E. M. F.'s, E, and
E2 be:
(E1, E2) = (o.
The torque of the inotor is proportional to:
.=E E2 sin wG
Z2~~~~
VZ_,
E21 C~
FiG. 11.
while the torque of the same motor with uniform or polyphase
flux, that is as quarter-phase motor with E. M. F. e per phase, is
proportional to:
-2
Hence, the relative starting torque of the single-phase motor,
or the ratio:
torque single-phase at same impressed Mi. is:
torque polyphase
TS E'inE(s)
Let: I = I1 + I2 total current taken by the motor on
single phase circuit of E. M. F. e, and I= absolute value thereof.
1. E1 I, etc. denoting the complex vectors, E1, T1 their absolute or scalar
values.
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The total current taken by the motor on quarter-phase circuit
of E. M. F. e per phase is:
2 eIu- j/9 .2 + X2 (2)
hence, the ratio of currents:
II I Vr±+ x2(
_____3_Io 2e
and consequently, the ratio of apparent torque efficiencies of the
motor on single-phase and on polyphase circuiits, or the relative
apparent torque efficiency of the motor starting device, is:
= t
_
i J4)
c Ti
2EE2I/ in+ o (4)
e I ilr2 + ¢2-
In this single-phase motor starting device, it is:
Current in first motor coil:
e 5
Z + Z,'(5
in the second motor coil:
e12=Z+Z (6)
hence, total current:
I _ 1+ T_e.(2 Z +4 Z, + Z2)(Z++ ZJ) (Z+ Z2
or, absolute:
2e \/(± +r 2)± ( ± 1+2)X (8)
4V[(r+ ril) + (x +-x1)] [(r+ r,)2 + (x+ x2)2],
and, ratio of currents:
c = 4/rl2+ x2V(+r 2)+(±1~) )1+'e + :2 \( r+ r1+ ri) + Xl + X_)
Ao i/'r + rl)2 + (w + Xi)2 4/(r + r2)2 + (X + X2)2.
The E. M. F. across the first nmotor coil is:
E1=Z11 = e Zz+ Z1I
e (r-jx) (10)
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or absolute:
E e 41
2
+ +2
a-nd analogously, across the second motor coil:
E ~~e (r - j x) (2E2
=
(+ r2) - j (x + )' (12)
A -e V'r2 + X2 (13)
(r+r2)2 + (X + 2)(
The phase displacement (o between the E. M. F.'s E1 and E2 is:
a (cosa+ jsinn) = El'
(r + '2) (x + 'e2) (14)
(r+ ri)-j- (x + =()
[(r+rl) (r+r2)+(x+xl)(x+x2)] +j [r(xl-x2)+r2(x+±x)-ri(x+e-X2)1(r+rl)2+(X7+X)2,
hence:
i/(r + r2) + (x + x2)1
1V(r + ri) +(r + x)'
and:
*o r (x$1 X2) + r2(X+ X1) l (X + X2)
41(r + r,)2 + (X + XJ)2 j/(r + r,)2 + (X + X ).% 15
Substituting (11) (13) (15) into (1) gives the relative torque of
starting device:
t _ (-+ 2) [r (x, - x2) + r2 (x + x,) - ri (x + x2)] (16
[(r + 1r)2 + (X + X1] [(r + r2)' + (X + 2)2]
and, (9) and (16) combined, give the
relative apparent torque efticiency of the ,,tarting device:
__ t 4/r+X(2*'rl- )+r2(T+x, -r,(X+X2)] (17)
C 4/;r+rY)2+(x+xl)" j/(r+r2)2+±(.r1X2)2 j/(r+r ±?2)2+(z+xI + X9)2
2 2
SPECIAL CASES.
1. Resist8tnce a in series with one motor circuit:
r2 =a, r1 x-=xl O.
Relative torqie:
a x(r + a) + X2
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Relative currenit:
Va)
* (+ 2)
i/(r + a)2 + 2
Relative apparent torque efficiency:
a x
= (r + a)' + $2 V( + a)2 .
2. Reactance a in series with one mnotor circuit :
a1 =ac, rr -=r2 =X2O.
Relative torque:
a rnt + a )
Relative current:
V., + (x + a)2
v rl + (x+a)2
Relative apparent torque efficiency:
a r
/r2±+ (x + a)2 Vr2+ (x+
Thus, reactance a in series with one motor circuit gives the
same valuies, but with r and x exchanged for each other, as re-
sistance a in one motor circuit, or: a reactance a has on a motor
of imnpedance Z = b -jd the same effect as a resistance a on a
motor of impedance Z = d -jb.
In a motor of high reactance (permanently short-circuited
armature) resistance a in series, in a motor of high resistance
(variable starting resistance) reactance a in series gives better
torque and apparent torque efficiency.
As instances are shown in Fig. 12, the relative apparent torque
efficiency, or apparent torque efflc ingleyphaseX as function ofeffiieny, o aparen toqueefficiency "polyphase u o
the reactance a inserted in one of the two equal primary motor
circuits, for the motors with apparent impedance:
1. Z=1 -3j.
2. Z=3-lj.
;VS1898.]
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If a is resistance instead of reactance, the two curves in Fig.
12 merely exchange their position, as shown in parenthesis.
3. Inductance and Capacity.
2= - (x1 + 2 x).
Single Phase Induction Motor.
Starting Device.
Reactance - jo in Circuit of one of the
two Motor Primaries. Total Impedance per
Motor Coil. Z = 3- ur I -3].
A Phase Splitting Device.
a. 12.
Ratio of Apparent Torque Efficiencies.
Single Phase.
Polyphase.
Relative torque:
2 (r2 + a,2) (, X x1) (r + r1 ± r2)
[(r + r±)1+ (x + xj)'] [(r + r2)' + (a + XX]
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AV/r2 + X2 (r rt1r+±2
V'(r + ri)2 + (x + xi)2 $/(r + 2)2 + (x + x)2
2.2
2.0 _ ___
1_
-1.4 _
.2
_1.0
N
.4
b.HW=N.2_
8-87 -6 -5 4 3 2_-h + 1 4-2 +43 +4 + 5 4-6 ±7+8
.2
~.4
~~~~~~.6
~~~~~~.8
.0
FiG. 13.-Single Phase Induction Motor. Starting Device.
Reactance
-jb and: + j (b + 2 X). In Circiit of the two Motor C o Is of Total Impedance.
Z=.,-jlx= 3-rj or: I-3
Ratio of Apparenit Torque Efficiencies. A Phase Spiitting Device.
Single Phase
Polyphase
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Relative apparent torque efficiency:
= 2 Vr2 + X2 (x + x1)
s/(r + rl)2 + (x+ x)2 /(, + ,2)2 + (, + xtY
3 b.-
XI b, tl -r2 =O.
=
-=(b + 2 xe.
Relative torque:
=
2 r (x + b) (r'+ .x2)
[r2 + (x + b)2j2
Relative current:
r2 + (w + 6)
Relative apparent torque efficiency:
IN 2 (x + b) 4/r2 + X2
7.2 + (x + 6)2
At: b = - .:
t = ,X
as to be expected, siince: =2 x = X1.
As instance are shown in Fig. 13, the relative apparent torque
efficiency, as function of b, for a motor of apparent impedance:
1. Z =t 3.
2. Z=3-tj.
As seen, very high values can be reached by two capacities in
a motor with low resistance secoindary; the high maximum is
within a narrow range, however, and very near the poinit where
the torque reverses.
SERIES CONNECTION.
Let the motor contain two primary circuits of different indactance
factors in series, and at right angles with each other in space.
Two equal primary circuits, of the apparent admittance'
Y = g+j b
are arranged at right angles with each other in the motor field,
connected in series with each other in the circuit of the impreised
E. M. F. E = 2 e, and shunted by the respective admittances:
Y1 = g, + j b, aiid Y2 = g2+j b2,
as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 14.
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Let:
E1 and I1 E. M. F. and current in the first,
E. and 12 " " " second motor coil,
and:
(E1, E2) = co the angle of phase displacemnent between E,
and E2.
The torque of the motor is proportional to:
T. = E, E2 sin (o 2
while the torquie of a quarter-phase motor with the E. M. F. e per
phase (or motor coil) is proportional to:
Tp= e2.
Hence, the relative starting torque of the single-phasa
motor, or ratio.
torque single-phase at E.'M. F. 2 across both motor coils,
torque polyphase at E. M. F. e per motor coil,
Y,
FIG. 14.
t TH EE.2sin{ (l)yp eo
The current per motor coil at E. M. F. e and quarter phase cir-
cuit is:
10= e Y. (2)
or, absolute:
o = e 2/b+ 92 (3)
hence the apparent input, quarter-phase:
2 e o =2 e2 1/b2+ g. (4)
The joint admittance of the motor coils with their shunts, on
single-phase circuits is:
}- + I'1) ( Y+ -Y2
1 1 2 Y+ Y,+ Y2
Y Y,1 y+ y
1. and 2. see page 110.
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hence the current,
at impressed E. M. F. 2 e:
= e (Y+ YI) (Y'+ Y2) (5)
y.+ 11+ Y2
2
or absolute:
e 4(g9+ 1)2+ (b + bl)2 V(g+ 92)2 + (b + b2)2
V(/ l+ql )2+ (b 1b )2 (6)
and, the apparent input:
2
-I= 2 e2 4/(g + l))2+ (b + bl)2 41(g + q22) + b + b2)2
V(g+9 2+ )2+(b2 + +)2 (7)
hence, the ratio of apparent inputs or relative appareid input:
c_2 e I =41(,q + ql)2 + (b + bl)l 4/(g + g2)1 + (b + b2)2(8
2 e I1 s/g2+ b2A(9+91+9)' + (b + b +b)2
The E. M. F. acr-oss the first motor coil is:
Y+ Y,1
hence, substituting (5) in (9):
E- e(Y±+ Y2)Y, + Y2' (10)
2
or, absolute:
El - e s/(g + g2)2 + (b + b2)2
- V(a + 91+92)2+(2 b, +b2)2 (11)
and analogously, E2.
It is:
E -
Y+ Y2
This combined with (9) gives the angle wo between El and E2 as:
a(cosw + sitn ) Y- 2 _ (g + g2) +j (b + b2) (12)
a(cosw+Jsinw + Y, (9 + 9') o n + bl)'
-and herefrom, analocgously as on page 54:
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sin c-= (bl - b2) +g2 (b + bl) -g (b + b2) 13)
s/(g + q1J + (b + tb)o "(g + g2)2 + (b + b2)
(11) and (13) substitluted in (1) gives the retatiee torque:
t g (2 - b2) + q2 (b + b6) - g, (b + b2)
2___ 42 14)(g+ 91 + q2)2+ (b + bt 9) S
and, (14) combined with (8) gives the relative apparent torque
efeiency:
g22+b b[I(b- b2)+7(+(i)+ -g1 (b + b2)]
4 (g+g1)2-t(b+bj)2 (g_+g2)2+(b+b2)2 (g2+22 + bb+ 2)2(
As seen, the relative apparent torque efficiency of the single-
phase motor starting device with series connection leads to the
same expression in the admittances, as parallel connection leads
in the impedances. That is, replacing in the formula for parallel
connection, on page 54, the resistances and reactances by the con-
ducta-nces and susceptances, give the formula for series connec-
tion.
Relative torque and relative apparent input would give the
same formulas in admittances in series connectioi, if in this case
the values for constant impressed primary current had been com-
pared with the values for constant imepressed primary E. M. F. in
parallel connection.- The apparent torque efficiency is independ.
ent of E. M. F. or current, thus gives the same expression.
SPECIAL CASES.
1. Conductance (or resistance) a shtunting one motor coil.
y2-a, Y1=b,= b2 =O.
Torque:
ab
( + +t b62
Current:
M1(g+ a) + b2
u(g+4)+b2
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App. Torque Eff.
8 ~~~ab
V(+/a)2+b2V(g + a)2 ++
2. Susceptance (or reactance) a shunting one motor coil.
61- a, f1 = 2 =62 =- .
Torque:
g- a y
g2+ (b+ a)+
-Current:
V/g2 + (6+ a)2
Vg2l+ b+ -)
App. Torque Eff.
a g
y2+ (b + a) \2 + (b + a2)
Obviously, regarding the effect and the relative advantages of
conductance or susceptance, the same applies as stated on p. 4, re-
garding'resistance and reactance.
Instance:
a.Y 1 + 3j
Y. 3+1j.
3. Indcuctance and capacity.
=, a,
b2 - (a + 2 b),
1=g2 = 0.
Torque:
g; 2 (a±+ b).
Current:
g2+ (a +b)2
g 4,y2 + b2
App. Torque. Eff:
= 2 (a + b) 4g2+b2.
g2 + (a + b)2
i62 [Feb. 23,
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B. INDUCTIVE DEVICES.
EXTERNAL INDUCTIVE DEVICES.
JAductively divided eircmitt.-Iii its simplest forin, as shown
in diagram Fig. 15, the mnotor contains two circuits at right
angles, of the same admittance:
y + Jb.
The one circuit (1) is in series witlh the one, the other (2) with
the other of two coils wound on the same magnetic circuit X.
Let:
e E. Al. F. across single-phase mains.
Z = - j x = impedance of one turn on the magnetic cir-
cuit M1.
n1, It, E1 = number of turns of ML, current and E. M. F. across
motor coil of circuit (1); N2, 12, E2 the corresponding values
of circuit (2).
FiG. 15.
If both coils on Mll are wound in the same direction, n, and n2
are positive; if the coils are wound in opposite direction, n1 and n2
are of opposite signs.
The M. M. F. acting upon magnetic circuit M is:
f =n, I, + n2 12,(1
consequently, the E. M. F. induced per turn on 2-M:
f Z = (n1 I1 + 7i2 I2)Z, (2)
hence the E. M. F. across coil (1) on lL:
E=l n1f Z = n1 (in1 I1 + n3 II) Z, (3)
and across coil (2):
E2' - n2fZ = 2 (n1 l, + n212) Z. (4)
The currents in the inotor circuits (1) and (2) are:
I'=E1 Y, (6)
12=E2 Y. (6)
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Substituting (5) and (6) in (3) and (4), it is:
El'= n (nl El + n2 E2) Z Y, (7)
E21 = n2 (n1E1+ n2E2) Z Y. (8)
It is, however:
El + E1 e E2+ E21. (9)
Thus, substituting (7) and (8):
E1 (1 + n,2 Z Y) + n1 n. E2 Z Y = e, (10)
nln2EiZ Y+ (1 +n22 Z Y)E2 = e, (11)
hence:
El e ++2 (n2 - n,)Z Y' (12)
e 1 - n1 (n2 + nil) Z -Y'1-j-,(n -jn2)Z Y' (13}
or substituting Z - xj; Y = +j b:
El = e b n2 (X n) x gn2(n2- n1) (14)
1+ X 6 (n22 + n12) jx g (n22 + n12)
E2 = e 1- b nl (n2 - nl) + j x gn, (n2-n1) (
1 + x b (n22 -n12) -j x a (n22 + n12)
The condition that the E. M. F.'s E1 and E2, and thus the two
motor fluxes, are in quadrature, is:
E2-jaE,, (16)
where:
a = ratio of E. M. F.S 2, and thus of fluxes produced byE,
them.
Substituting (14) and (15) in (16), it is:
1 - xb nj (n2-n2)+jxwn, (n22-n) =ja+ja Xbn2(n2- n)
+ a x g n2 (n2 - nl).
thus:
x b n1 (n2- n,) + a x a n2 (n1 - nl)= 1
x a n1 (n2 - il) - a x b n2 (n2 -nl) + a,
or:
x (n2 -n,) ( n, + an) = 1, (17)
x (n2- n,) ( n,-a b n2) a, (18)
hence:
bn+a, 1an
ani-abn2 a
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herefrom:
b (np +1 ±2)± 4Z2 (1 + n2)1 + 4 yznl, (20)
2n2q
or, assuming a as chosen, from (19):
n, ab±aa (21)
n2 - a b
Substitutinig (1) in (12):
x n22 a (b'2±2) (a-a b)2 (22)
a (l+ (g[ta2] -2a b)
(b2 ±= 2) (a [1 ( a2] - 2 a b)
X n 2 a62+a2) ( [1+- a b) (24)
As instance, let:
1.
Y= 1 +3j,
x2 (1- 3 a)2lOa(1--6a--a2)
n, n2 _ (1-3 a) (3+a).10(1-Ga -ad2)
x n,2 a (3+ a)210 (1 - 6 a - a2)
2.
Y= 3+ lj
x n22 (3 -a)210 a(3-2 a -3 a2)
- (3 a) (1 + 3a)Xfnl2ln- 10(3-2a-3 a2)
xn2 - a(1+3a)210(3-2 a-3 a2)
x n12 and x n2 must be positive. x n, n2 is positive if the:coils
on X are wound in the same; negative, if in opposite direction.
It follows herefrom:
1.
a> /10 -3 xn22<0,
> .1623
that is, impossible.
coln 1ou 3>a>0:e rn2t>i0:
coil on N wound in same directiona.
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0 > a > - 4/10 + 3: X hi2 < 0,
that is. impossible.
(/10 + 3) > a,x nl n2 > O
toils on XWin samne direction.
This is the same range as above, but with -1 and -2 reversed.
2.
a > I (4/10 - 1),
(4/10 -1) > a> u,
,,eoils on X wound in same direction.
0 > a > 3 (4/10 + 1),
-3 (410 + 1) > a,
coils on M in same direction.
This is the same range as above, but
Instance:
1.
a = .1
x n= 1.26
X nl n2 = .555
x =2 .247
n2= 2.25 n1
-Substituting in (14) (1a):
2.
Xn2<
> .721,
that is, iinpossible.
ni n2 > 0,
x n22 < 0,
that is, impossible.
n1 n2 > 0,
with E1 and -L2 reversed.
a= .5
x n22 1.00
x nl n2= .5
xni2- .25
n2 .2nn.
El 3.1- .7 j .56 e (1 + .044 j).
15 (1, _ _ .48.4 (.97 + .24j) e.2.25 - 3.75y
E - ^07+ .91 j e.056 ( 044+j)
-5.5 - 1.5)j
E2 = 75(')e= .24.2 (-.24 + .97j e2.25- 3.75yj
Substituting (:22), (23) and (24) in (14) and (15) gives:
El= ej(b+ay)-j(g-ab)j $g[1-a2] - 2ab} (25)(1-a2) [ay2+by(I-a2)-abl] t- j yg[1+a4] - 2 aby [1- ae]+2a2b2t
E2=ea{(g-ab)+j(b+ag)} jg[1-a2J-2ab} (26)
same
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The current in circulit (1) is: =1 E1 Y,
The current in circuit (2) is: 12= E2 Y,
thus the total current:
I =1 + 12 (El + E2) Y,
=(E I + E2) (g+ jb. (2
Substituting (23) and (26) in (27): (2
12a(g2_b2)+j[g2+b2)(1-a8)+4abg]f j(I -a>)-2abt
67
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t1-a)(ag2+bL a2- ab2) -j g2(1+a4) 2ag(1-a2)+2a2b2 }
As instance may be considered:
Y =g.+jb=3+j. e=100.
.1 .2 .3 .F .5
Fia. 16.
x
ng2,
2 x
z z
2 1g / :Vx- n2 'VX ni 7~~~0- 02 q
.721 220x0° 00 °° 0 0 0 0 0 0
.7 5.8 5.48 5.18 4,7 3 3 18.3 .029 .oI6 .055
2.408 2.276
.6 I.335 .933 .655 27.7 i6.6 102.5 .I62 .046 .285
1.I55 .809
.5 2.00 .50 .25 48.5 24.2 171 .270 .II8 .438
f.000 .500
.4 .98 *333 *113 66.o 26.4 226 .356 .I74 .490
.990 .336
.3 I-.4 .242
.0).2I 78.o 24.2 264 .406 .I80 .445i.o68 .226
.2 I.58 .I8i .0*2 4 89.0 17.8 287 *453 .I55 .342
1.257 .245
., 3-03 .136 .oo6 95-5 9.6 303 .478 .092 .190
1.741 .077
0 00 2I.00 0 100 0 316 .500 0 0
_2 0
Li ASE OT R 4.5
\sTAR IT Nb,
.40
EX1,TE.RNAL DU,CTI
.35
.30
luc E DEV CE 25
.20
15
.10
.05
0
ND, CTIVE,LY IVIDE CI.CLIT
-E- CSIN .LEPHASE TOR
100 25C
SITARTI 90
80 20C
-60 15C
it V* 40 100
20 50
aj= 10 0
.6 .7
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where:
I<= 2 e t/42 + g2 total current input of motor on quarter-
phase circuit;
F'1 Fl - torque, and
el
t = apparent tor(lue efficiency, in fraction of that of the same
motor on quarter-phase circuit.
As seen before, with an inductive arinature: YK = I + 3j,
the conditions are much more unfavorable.
In Fig. 16 are plotted, with the values a as abscissoe, the
E. M. F.'S -1 andE_, the current I, tile relative nuimbers of turns
n1 415 and n2 VQe, and in the upper part of the Fig. 16 the ratio
of currents q, of torques_p, and of apparent torque efficiencies t,
of this starting device, compared with the same motor on quarter-
phase circuit.
INTERNAL INDUCTIVE DEVICES.
The exciting system of the motor consists of a stationary
primary coil anid a stationary secondary coil, short-circuited (or
closed by an impedance) upon itself, both acting upon the re-
volving secondary.
The stationary secondary can either cover a part of the pole
face excited by the primary circuit-shading coil,-or it can
have the same pitch or angular spread as the primary, but be
displaced therefrom in space by an angle less than 90°-accelerat-
ing coil.
A.-SHADING COIL.
Let, in Fig. 17,
e _ primary impressed E. M. F.
Io - " current.
I, current in shading coil, reduced to primary numnber of
turns.
E= E. M. F. induced by flux through shadinlg coil.
Eo " " unshaded flux.
YO=k internal admittance of primary coil.0
0. Flux interlinked with lrimary coil only, but no other circuit and effec.
tive primary resistance.
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Y, =- internal admittance of shading coil.'
Y load admittance of armature.2
YOO magnetizing admittance, total pole.
a = shaded portion of pole, as fraction of total pole,
thus: 1 - a = unshaded portion of pole, as fraction of total pole.
All quantities being re(dueed to primary number of turns.
It is, then:
Current in shading coil:
II = El Y1 (1)
For the unshaded section of pole, it is:
Current in primary coil:
1( -EEo (1 ) Y1+ YO (2)
the first term representing the reaction of the induced armature
currents, the last the exciting current of the pole arc l - a.
-~~~~~~ r
FiG. 17.
For the shaded section of pole, it is:
Current in primary coil:
10 E1 a Y+ -°°+ Y1',. (3)
the third term 11 E1 Y1 representing the reaction of the in-
duced shading curreints, the first and second term the same as in
(2).
Combining (2) and (3), it is:
Eo (1a-)+)YV+lEi{a Y+H YuOO+Y4 =0. (4)
1. Flux interlinked with shading coil only, but no other circuit, and in-
ternal resistance, together with impedance of external circuit closing shading
coil, if such exists.
Current In rev secondary . . * -
2 B. M. F. acting upon total pole with shading coil open circuited.
Current In primary of total pole
3. E--x. M. F. at primary, _with shadiig coil and armature opeii circuited.
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It is, however, in primary circuit:
e Eo + E + Io Zo =Eo + El + - (5)Yo*
Substituting (3) in (5):
Y +aY+ a °a
e =Eo + El + El
or, transposed
Yo+iYi+a 1-O
a =e. (6)Eo + E1 YO)
(4) and (6) combined give:
L0=
e Yo a 7+ YI1 ± YOf (7)
YO(Y+YD)+(1 a)(aY+Y,)+ Y0° Y,o+aY+±(1-2a+2a2)Y+YoO .
YO {(1- a) Y+ lIaYi. (8)
same denominator
Phase displacement angle (E1, EO) = (:
(t-a)Y+
A (cos wo tj sinw) =E = _ )+O_Oa
° a Y+Yl+ °
a
Assuming the shading coil to cover half the poleface, that is:
a = 1-a -
and neglecting the primary impedance:
ZO 1 0,YO
it is:
primary current: I 2O (Y+4Y.), (10)
and:
E0 ~eY+2Y1+4 Yoo
2 Y Y1+, 4 YO
El e Y+ 4 YO (2 Y+Y +4Yoo J
Phase angle: A (cos w +j sin to) = Y+ 4 (10)Y+2 Y, + 4Yo
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Substituting: Y+ Y1 + 4 YOo =Y' (13>
it is:
Io 2°-F _ 1)n (14},2
E0 Ye Y1 =(±e Y+l) I
E,=eY'-Y'1 1_ l) (15)2 Y' 2\Y'i 9
2 _ e y 2J_ 2 (16>
A (cos w+jsinw()= 2;}2 . (17Y
Substituting now Y-= +j b etc., and eliminating ilnagirn
ary quantities, gives:
e \
Iob- \t/ LQ'l + ai)2+v(b1 + b)9 K((g- q)2+(b1 -b
(19)
A(cos+jsinw) =(j-si) +j (b - bl) (20>
hence:
tanw -2 glb (21)
2l+ Y-
Since the denominator in (21) can never = 0, wi can nevera_-
900. That is:
It is not possible to produce exact quadrature flux by means of
this shading coil.
- 2.
co-Ov~
~~~
for lb llO r
That is:
ifthe power factor of the shading coil: 91, equals tlhe power
factor 91of the term: Y+ Y1 + 4 Y+, the shaded flux coIey
in phase with the unshaded flux, and the torque 1becomnes=
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If: ol > e, w > , that is, the torque of the motor is from
Yi Y
the direction of the unshaded portion, towards the shaded portion
of the pole, and the shading coil is a lagging coil.
If: E' > , co > 0, that is, the torque is from the shaded
y1 Y
towards the unshaded portion of the motor pole, and the shading
coil is an accelerating coil.
Hence, with a high resistanice low reactance shading coil the
motor armature turns towards the shading coil, as shown by the
arrow in Fig 17, with a high reactance low resistance shading
coil it turns in the opposite direction.
The torque of an irnduction motor is the sum of the vector
products of primnary counter E. M. F.'s times secondary currents
induced by their quadrature E. M. F.'s, thus in the present
instance.
T= /E0 I1I/ + /E1 100/, (23)
where:
TOO= current induced in the armature section covered by un-
shaded,
-= current induced in the armature section covered by
shaded portion of pole, reduced to primary number of turns.
It is however:
100 = Eo Y(1 a) (24)
110 = El Ya, (
or, at a-=
I°_ Eo Y
}7 S (25)1°0 - El 12 1
Substituting:
tan a - (26)
where a = lag angle of induced armature currents Ia" and Io1 be-
hind their iTnducing E. M. F.'S Eo and E1,
since c= phase displaceinent between EV and JE,
the phase displacement between Eo and I° is co + a,
" " " " E, andIOJ isw -'a,
hence, substituting the real values in (213), with (25):
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T -Eo EY {sin (wo+a) + sin (o -a)4
=E E, y cos a sin , (27)
since, from (26):
cos a--,
y
it is:
T = Eo Elg sin (o. (28)
the torque of the motor.
Substituting (18) and (21) in (28), it is:
q7 =- 12e [(g + gl)2 + (bl + bj)'j [(gl - gl)2 + (b' b-)2
2 (. bl gl bi) (29)
V(yl I + yj2)2 + 4 (g, bl- g1 bj)2
(g,b'-g6b) R
2 /4(y'2 ±+ y2)2 + 4 (ql bl g' b1)2
Since:
I2 = [Q(l + 1)2 4+ (bl +b4)2] [g'-y)2 + (bl -- bl)2]
- (y1 + y,2)2 - 2 [Qg, + bl b6)2 - (gj b, - gj bl)2]!
it is, substituted in (29):
e2g (ql bl -g' bl) X2 g"2
- 2 [(Q' g, + b6 b6)I - (,qlb6, - q61)2]/ lyt + y,2)2 (30)
(Y12+ Y12)2
Thus, approximately:
T q(zg( bl -g' bl) (1T='e
~~ *(31)2 y 12
The apparent input of the motor is:
Q = e10 (32)
Substituting (19), in (32), it is:
Q e2 R1 (33)
4 y
Thus,"the apparent torque efficiency, by substituting (29):
T 2 g (ql bl ql b,)
Q y1 A/(yl 2 + yl2)2 + 4 (g,l 6' -g bl)2
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yV1\( 2 + yi2 82 (351
+ 2 (yj bl y 1)J
Neglecting the second term in the denominator of (34), it is:
g 2 g (g, 6l- g b,) (36
y1 (YI,l + Yi2)
As seen, the apparent torque efficiency is very small under any
circumstance, exeept when h, < 0, that is, the shading coil is
closed by capacity.
As instances may be coinsidered the following conditions:
APPARENT TORQUE EFFICIENCY.
Shading
Coil:
Y1
.5
37 .4+±3
53
go
.3+ 4/
.51
- 37 .4-.3]
-53 .3-4]
Second-
ary:
y
1.0
.8+. 6j
.6+ .81
.1I+I .oj
1.0
.8+ .61'
.6+ .8j
.11 oj
E.0
.8+ .6j
.6+ .8j
1.0
.8+ .6j
.6+ .8,
.I+r.oj'
.11.01
.8+ .6.
.6+ .8j
1.0
.8+ .6j
.6+ .8/
Primary
Excita-
tion:
Yoo
.05+.2j
Hence:
Resultant: t
in %
.~1 Approx: exact: g(36) (35)
T 7 4 .8j +II.3 +I r.0 I1.0
1 5+1.4j +12.2 +11.7 14.6
I 3+1.6j +10.3 + 9 7 I6.2
.8+.8j + 2 2 + 2.0 20.0
T.6-i.7Ij - 1.03 - 1.03 ....
1.4+1.71 + 3.7 + 3.7
......
1.2+1.9j + 4.0 + 4.0 .....
.7+2.,1 + 1.16 + 1.15 .....
.3-+-121 -6.3 -6.3
I.3+r.8j + .28 + .28 ......
1.I+20j + I-53 + 1.53
.6+2.1j + .74 + .73
1.2+1.31
-20 0 -I8 9 -18.9
1.0+1.9j
-
7.6 - 7.5 - 9 4
.8+2.1j1 - 4 0 - 4.0 -6 7
.3+2.31 - .I5 - .I5 - r.5
i.6+ .51 +26.5 +24 3
r.4+I 1 +2Z.7 +20.2
I 2+±131 +17 7 +I5.8
I'5+ .4j +34.8 +30.6 c 5
I 3+±.rj +27.2 +23.8 c
1.1+1.2j +20.3 +18 0 J 22
1)
')
o
.s
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These values are recorded as curves in Fig. 18. As seen, they
are extremely small, and somiewlhat better, although still low, by
the use of capaeity in the shading cirouit.
The torquie is in some instances in the one, in others in the
other direction, according to the relative power factors of admit-
tances Y1 and Y".
FIG. 18.-Single Phase Indtictioni Motor.
Starting Shading Coil.
Alagnetizing Admittance of Mlotor: Y .C5 + 2].
CURVE
Load Admittance of Armature: Y X o (T)
.8+ .k (2)
.6 + .8j (3)
.I + 1.0o (4)
Shading Coil-Admittance Yi = .3.4-
.4- .3]
5
.4 + 3/
.3 + *4]
*5 ]
B Inductive Device.
B. ACCELERATING COIL.
Let, in Fig. 19,
e = primary finpressed.F. M. F.,
= primary current,
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I, current in accelerating coil,
y =Z = impedance of primary coil,'
zi = " acceleratiing coil,'
YOO= magnetic admittance per coil, primary or accelerat. coil,'
Y = load admittance of armature,'
a = ratio of widths of sections of primary coil (2 -. inFig.19),
El E. M. F. induced per coil by the one (I a),
E2 " " " " otler (a) section of prim-
ary coil, all these values being reduced to the primary coil by the
ratio of turns.
It is then:
Accelerating coil: I, Z1-E E (1)
E. M.F.
Primarv coil: eO 0- Zo- E + EE (2)
Section 1: El YO.O + (1-a)COI+ 11-J 1 (3)
F M. M. F.
" 2: E2 }OO+aa I1 J0 (4)
a~~~~~~~~~~
ARMATURE
FIG. 19.
the first terms representing the mag,netizing curreilt, the second
the armature reaction, and the third the accelerating coil.
(3) and (4) combined gives:
210E 4
0
a+Y + El 4 1_° + (I1-a) Y; (5)
2I,=E24 -Va Y- El Yoo +( -a) YI (5)
a ~~-a,
(5) and (6) substituted in (1) and (2), and transposed, gives
after some transformations:
2 + Z1 iYoo+a Y (7)
E,= 2 e '
+(1a) y] t zl [ Y,,o +aY] a+j 2+o[ YOO+aY]l2+Z0~ ~ ~ ~ A2Z [1°1--) J
1. See footnotes 0 to 3 unider "Shadinig Coil."
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2 + Z1 1OO + (I- a)YI (8)
same denominator
Assuming the accelerating coil of the saniie impedance as the
primary coil :
Zi = Zo -Z
and a - 3, or 60' space displacement, it is:
2 + Z
a
-° + (I-a) Y}()E1 = e
E2 yoo (02 2 t Z 4 + a Y}'(0
and a =
12+Z[9 YO0+4 Y] (11)
E2 36+z[9Yoo+ye (12)
Phase displacement between E1 and E2: (E2, E1)= :
A (cos w+j sin (o) _ 12+ Z(9 Yoo+ 4 Y) (13)12 2 Z (900 + Y)
substituting for Z1 Y, Yoo
A (cos w + j sin w) = 12+(r-Jx) [(4 a+9 aoo)+j(4 b+9 boo)]
12+2(r-j x) [&(.+9a0oo)+j (b+9 boo)]'
[12+r(4g+9g,oo)+(4b+9boo)] +j[r(4b+9boo)-x(4g+9g9o)][I12+2<r(g+9goo)+2x(b+9boo)]+2j[r(b+ldbo) x(g+9goo)]
(i4)
Substituting:
4g+9go00=gl, 4b+ 9boo b1,2 (g + 9 goo) =f2, 2 (b + 9 boo) b2 (14)
it is:
A (cos v +j sin cv) = (12 + r gi + x b,) +j (r b1 -x g,)(12 + r g2 + X b2) +j (r b2- x 2)
[(12+rgl+xb,)(12+ry2+xb,)+(rb,-xg,)(rb2--x,q)]+j[(rb,-xel)(1 2+rq2+xb2)-(rb2-Xg2)(12+rg,+xb,)]
(12+rg2+xb2)2+(rb2-xq2)2,
hence:
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tan (rb1 q1(12+ry2+tb2)-(rb2 xq2)(12+rg1+xb1
(I 2Hr,,Vb1) (1 2-+ XY2±2)-(ib1-j1)(rb2-XY2)
- 2r(b)1-2)- i 2x(91-q2)+(i2+x2)(b1q2-q1b2)
144t-I-1 2t(Qfl+a2)+-1 2x(bl+b2)+±yl2+b,b2)(-+x<)
That is:
tain co 12r(bl b2)-12x(CQl -2)+Z2(bly2-qlb2)144:+1 2s(y,+gq)-f 12x(b,+b,) +Zl(gl,2+b,b2)
Sinace the denominator can never = 0, it is not possible to pro-
duce exact quadrature flux:
a' = 9YQ.
to 0
for:
12 r (b1- b2)-12x (1 q2) + Z2 (b1q2 -1b 2) = 0, (16)
or approximately:
12 r (bl - b2) - 12 x (g, -2) = 0,
r l
-q2
substituting (14):
X _ 2 b 9 boo b + 4.5 boo 17
r 2 q-9 goo a + 4.5y0oo'
That is, if the displacement angle of the accelerating coil:
xtan x' - -,
r
equals the displacement angle of the armature plus 4.5 times the
magnetizing current, the torque = 0. On one side of this point
the torque is in the one, on the other side in the opposite direc-
tion.
This condition is essentially the same as found in " A, Shadinig
Coil," thus the further discussion can be omitted.
C.-MONOCYCLIC STARTING DEVICES.
The monocyclic starting devices consist in producing ex-
ternally to the motor a system of polyphase E. M. F. s with single-
phase flow of energy, and impressing it upon the mnotor, which is
wound as polyphase miotor.
Such a polyphase systemi of E. M. F.'s with single-phase flow of
energy lhas been called a monocyclic system. It essentially con-
sists, or ean be resolINed into, a imain or energy E- M. F., in phase
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with the flow of energy, and a teaser or wattless E. M. F., in
quadrature with the flow of energy and thus with the main
E. M. F.
By combining these E. Al. F.'S, comipouInd systemns of polyphase
E. M. F. s can be produced, as for instance a three-phase triangle
with one side as teaser, and the other two sides as resultants of
teaser and main (Fig. 20, the direction of the Inain E. M. F. being,
given by the arrow), or a three-plhase triangle with one side as
main, anid the other two sides as resultants of main and teaser
(Fig. 21), or a quarter-plhase system of E. M. F.'S Withl the diagonal
as main, and the sides as resultants of main and teaser (Fig. 22):
When derived froin a inonocyclic generator, the wattless feat-
ure of the teaser voltage is secured by its internal reactions, thus
not as complete as when the teaser voltage is derived from the
main voltage by phase displacing devices. Thus only the latter
case will be discussed.
El
E,
FIG. 20. FIG. 21. FIGc. 22. Fio. 23.
If across the single-phase mlains of E. M. F. e, two impedances of
different inductance factors are connected, the E. M. F.'s across
these two impedances, E1 and E2, are displaced from each other,
thus forining with the rmain E. M. F. e on E. M. F. triangle, (Fig.
23.)
The altitude of this triangle, or the E. M. F. E, between the
common connectioni of the two impedances and a point inside of
the main E. AI. F. e (its middle, if the impedances are equal), is
as E. M. F. in quadrature with e, annd a teaser voltage, that is,
when current is derived from this E. Mf. F., it droops.
Suchl an E. i.M. F. triangle thus constitutes a monocyclic system,
or a polyphase system of E. MI. F.' with single-phase flow of
power, and can be used for starting a suitable inductioin motor,
as for instance a motor with main and teaser winding, or a motor
witll three-phase winding.
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Let, in Fig. 24:
e = E. M. F. between single-phase lines,
I = current in single-phase lines,
Y = admittance of miotor between single-plhase lines 1 and 2,
I 1 current flowing through this admittance between 1 and 2,
Y1, E1,J= admittance, E. M. F. and current in impedance 1,
Y2, E2,12 admnittanCe, E. M. F. and current in impedance 2,
YO, Eo, To - admnittance, E. M. F. and current of motor circuit
in quadrature to the main mtiotor circuit, or from 3 to.
wards (1, 2),
Eo= eo' + je0",
U = current entering termninal 1 of motor,
121 = current leaving terminal 2 of motor,
Is 1 and I3 2 = current flowing from 3 to 1 anld 2 respectively.
The directions in which these E. M. F.'s and currents are
counted, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 24, the E. M. F. triangle
shown in Fig. 25.
FIG. 25. FIG. 24.
It is then:
E1 + E2 =
E2-E1=_2 E,C)
I1J J2 , (2)
I2- Y2E2,(
Substituting (3) and (4) in (2):
Y1 E1=Y2 E2=:iYoEo (5)
From (1) we get:
CE2 C2E= -
E 2-E 2Eo
1 12 0(2
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Substituting (6) in (5), and transposing:
E0 e Y1 I2 12 Y1 + Y2 + Yo
Substituting (7) in (6):
E=_ e 2 Y2+ Yo
2 Y1+Y+Yu? (8)
e 2 Y1+Y )E2--+ y2 + y
Substituting (7) and (8) in (3) and (4):
I -e Y1(2Y2+Yo)
2 1+ Y2+ (9)
I2- e Y2(2Y±+ YO)
2Y1+ Y2+ Yo
0 =e- YO (Y1-Y2) . (10)2 Y1+ Y2-[-Yo
It is, from diagram:
1=eY, (11)
L' =1 10
I1 I+ Io
2
I I, + I,=12±I+ I2 (13)
Substituting in these equations (12, 13) the equations (9, 10, 11)
gives:
I1= e{ 4Y_ YO (Yl-Y2)}
1 {4Y+ Y (yi-Y2) ~ (14)121y={4+Y+ Y + YO;
I = f{4 Y+±4 Yf Y2+ If1 Y0± If Y2O (15)4 Yl + Y2 + YO(-
The total volt-ampere input of motor and starting device is:
Q= el,
e [4 4 Y Y2+ Y, YO+ Y2Yo] (16)
that of the motor alone:
Q = e I1 + Eo Jl(T
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In a polyphase motor, the volt-ampere input of the two quad-
rature fluxes is equal, thus in the miotor Xon polyphase circuit it
is:
Qo=2e '-2e2y. (18)
Thus the ratio of apparent inputs:
Th 0
y L4 Y+ l + E + 2O (19)
The ratio of torque of this motor 2M with monocyclic starting
device to the torque of the same motor on polyphase circuits is
obviously the ratio of the quadrature flux produced by the teaser
voltage Eo to the quadrature flux in' the polyphase inotor, that is
the main flux produced by e.
hIence, if q - ratio of number of effective turns of the cross
circuit Y0 to the maini circuit Y, a polyphase flux would require
in this cross circuit the impressed E. Al. F. q e, and thuis, if eo0
imaginary or quadrature component of the cross E. M. F. Eo
eu + j eo", the ratio of torque by monocyclic starting device, T,
to polyphase torque To, is:
T0qe " (20)
Hence the relative apparent torque efficiency, or ratio of ap-
parent torque efficiencies:
To Q (21)
If the motor i is wound with main circuit and teaser circuit
of one quarter as many turns of the same size as those of the main
circuit, q _ 1
if it is wound with two equal circuits, as quarter-phase motor, it
is: q= 1 or: q,
if it is wound as three-phase motor, it is: q i 3 = .866.
These three are the most important arrangements.
1 1 1 ~~~~~~~~~ol
3 3 30 3
2 2 2 2
FiG. 26. FIG. 27. FIG. 28. FIG. 29. FIG. 30.
FIG. 26. Monocyclic Motor: q = i. YO = 4 Y,
FIG. 27. Quarter-phase Motor: q = 1. YO = Y
FIG.28.2 " q= J. Yo = 4 Y,
FIGs. 26 to 30. Three-phase Motor: q = J 4/;7 YO = 4/3 Y.
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Substituting these values in equations (7) (10) (15), it is:
1. Monocyclic Motor: q = .25, YO = 4 _K
E-=e y_ Y22 Y, + Y2 + 4 Y'
1.0= 2e Y(Y1- K2) (22 Y1+ Y2+4Y (22)
e4 Y2 + 2 Y Y1 + 2 Y Y2 + Yt Y2
Y1+ Y2+ 4 Y
2. Quarter-phase Motor, connected for q = 1, YO = Y:
E0 - e Y1 Y22 Y1 Y2 + 1Y
Y(Y Y2) (23)
= e 4 Y2 + 5 Y Y1+ 5 Y Y2+ 4 Y1 Y2
Yl+ Y2+ Y
3. Quarter-phase Motor, connected for q .5, YO = 4 Y:
E = e Yl-Y2
2 YI + Y2 + 4 Y
10=2e Y(Y1-Y2) (24)Y +Y2+4Y'
Y2 + 2 Y Y±+ 2 Y Y2+ Y Y2
Y1 [Y2+ 4 Y
4. Three-phase Motor: q = 4/ YO = 4/3 Y.
E0_ e Y1-Y2 _ 3e Y_ - Y2
2 Y1+ Y2+413 Y 23 Y1+ Y2+ 4 Y'
Io 2 e Y (Y1- Y2) 2 e Y(, - Y23 Y,+ Y2 t4/3 Y 3Y,+3 Y2+4Y
(25)
I =S{4 Y+ 4 Y1 Y2+ 4/3 Y Y, + 4/3 Y Y2
-4t 212 + Y2+ 4/3 Y
4 y2+4 YY1+4 Y Y2+ 3 Y, Y2
3 Y1+3 Y2 + 4 Y
The most important combinations of impedanices are:
Resistance -inductance, as the simplest device.
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Capacity - inductance, as giving the higlhest cross E. Mr. F. E0
and thus best starting torque and torque efficiencies, and
Combinations of both, as:
Non-inductive resistance - reactive coil,
Electrolytic condenser - reactive coil, etc.
The three-phase motor with monocyclic starting device, con-
sisting of resistance - inductance, is the only type of single-
phase induction motor wlich-f has found an extensive coolumercial
applicatioin, in sizes froin i H. P. to 100 H. P. anid thus will be
more fully discussed.
(a&). Resi8tance >-Znd?tcta- iw-e.
Let, in a three.phase A, connected motor, Y1-gl,+jbl = ad-
mittance per motor circuit. (In a Y connected mlotor witlh admit-
tance Y1 1 per circuit, the A admittance, or admittance reduced
to A connection, would be: Y- 1 1)
Let Y1 r, Y2=+ja.
Introducing the substitution:
Y'=aA=a(+Jj), a-Vr2+p ,
where aY is the ratio of the absolute admittance per motor circuit
to that of the resistance or inductance of the starting device.
In the three-phase motor wvith A admittance Y' it is:
Y = 1.5 Y' = 1.5 a A admittance between single-phase
mains,
YO= 2 YF 2 a A admittance of cross circuit, anid
a = i = ratio of effective turns of teaser or cross circuit
to main circuit.
Substituting these values in the preceding equations, it is:
2 1 + j + 2 AE, e
El- + j + 2 I
1 +2-e 1 + i + 2 A'
j + A
_j eal ++ 1
1 +j,11 j e a 1 +j + 2 Aq'
1o0= eaA 1_j1Ie -+j + 2 A
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I1 1.5 eaA,
I e a,A 1 + 2 j + 3 A,
I2~~1 j + 2 A2 ±j-+3AI8= eaA 1+)± A'
IeeaJ±+2A +2}A +3A21 + j + 2 A
avy 11,12 -1 + 12 _ e a 2 -+ A (1 +2 2 1+Yj+2A
Quadrature component of E0:
-
2 Li +) 2F-2Al
Relative torque:
_
_e0- 1 1- 7
TAq e /3 _1 + j + 2 A1
where TA _ three-phase torque.
In the following Table If. are calculated the relative torque
'1ABLE 11.
RESISTANCE - INDUCTANCE.
Z _.1 - .3 j. ()1 +.1j. e 110.
e,3
R: T/v IA PF:I FA:AT1]A. Q Y1: F_o _ A
5: a=1: a=2: a=4:1
o .-80 176 .35 .g98 IU 1 6o |505+IT 1 ] 9 4 I6.4 25 8 52-3
X .I; 18.15 i6o .490 .870 .34') 146 .715-T.27] IC6 I7.8 270 52.6
.5 24-75 I24 .740 .670 .615 1,13 .836+ *75,7]j 13 1 21.2 30.6 53.5
1.0 21I90 85 .870 .495 .785 773 .670+ .38 j] .... 26.6 |
1.5 J6.90o 64 .892 .4 8 .808516o+ .2lj 22.7 3)3 39.0 54.6
R: ia.5: a-I: a 2: a- I a ..: a 1: a 2: a=4:
0 .099 .172 .272 .548 .87 1.51 2,40 4 02
.15 ,tIi .I88 .283 .551 2.02 3 41 5.15 10.00
.5 .134 .223 .322 .)61 3-40 5-,2 7 95 13.90
1.0 .273 6.o0
I 5 .217 .318 41 *573 3.67 5.40 6.92 9.70
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b _ _1 -N
R: a=.5: a=l: a=z2: a=4: azz5 a=.1: a=2: a=4:
0 100+2653 121+2831 170+323i 314+445i 283 308 365 545
.15 135+2251j 256+2441 203+2871 343+4I5i 262 290 352 538
.5 154+-142] 175+1631 223+212r 353+3431 220 240 307 492
2.0 249+105 182
2.5 103+631 126+88 176+1401 298+268j 121 154 229 402
in fraction of the polyphase motor torque t,
Torque, in synchronous Kc. w., T,
Total current input, I, inclusive starting device,
for the motor:
Z= .1 .3j, Y- .01 + .1j, e 110*
for the additional armatture resistances:
R_-0, .15, .5, 1.0, 1.5,
and the constants of the starting device:
a .5, 1, 2, 4.
Since a single-phase motor is generally operated at 30 per cenit.
higher density than the same motor as polyphase motor, and is
rated, at this higher density, at - the output of the polyphase
motor, in Table III. the corresponding values are given, and
plotted in Figs. 31,32 and 33 for this nmotor as three-pliase inotor,
and as single-pl1ase motor at 30 per cent. higher magnetic density,
that is rewound with 13 times as many turns of 1.3 times the
cross section, or of constants:
Z .059 .177j, Y- .0169 + .169j, e= 110.
R_= 0. .2535, .845, 1.69, 2.535.
.845, 1.69, 3. 3 6.76.
p tIp
R: a- a=1: ac2: a=4: a=.5: a=1: a=2: a=4:
o .537 .538 .692 1.03 .184 .293 .394 .532
.15 .545 .6o6 732 1.12 .203 .310 .386 *493
.5 .565 .646 .827 1-32 *343 .345 .390 .425
1.0 .713 .390
1.5 .930 .803 1.17 2.v9 .344 .397 .350 .273
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TABLE IIL.
a=.5: a=1: a=2: a=4:
35.2 29 3 46.5 58.o
51-5 54.0 57.6 62.0
73.5 73 5 72 7 72.0
82.0
85.o 82.0 78 3 74.5
A :
31.5
49 0
74.0
87.0
89.o
a=.5: a=1: a=2: a=4: A
2.8 4.5 6 0 8 15 15.3
6.9 io 6 13.1 i6 8 34-0
15.0 21.2 24 0 26.2 6i.5
30.6 78.5
28.0 32.4 28 5 22-3 I5.8
TE'
_-a _
a=.5: a=t: a=2: a=4: A
7 9 11.4 12.9
13 4 19.6 22.8
204 28.8 330
37.3
33.0 39 6 36-4
24.1 51.5
27.0 69.5
36 4 83.0
90.4
29.9 91.6
a='2: a=4: A:
4.05 8.14 8.80
8.7 I6.9 18.I5
I3.4 23.5 24.75
21.90
II 7 i6.4 16.90
a=.5: a= 1:
478 520
44t 400
355 405
307
204 260
C
_ -
a=2: a=4: A:
617 920 528
593 g9o 480
518 830 372
255
380 676 192
The three-pha..e motor
is rated at:
Output, full load .................... 15 45 K. W.
Full load current, total ................ 184 amps
No load current, total
............................... 32"
Maximum output ......... .2F.0 W.
Full load torque i6.5 "
Mlaximum torque 24 75 "
Maximum torque with starting device .. ... a=.s:
2:
3:
Current with starting device, at full load torque..e a=1.2:
The single-phase mo or
is rated at:
10 8 K. W.
142 amps.
52It
15 4 K. W.
,6.7
6.4 46
20.3 ;
13.8
23.5 "
305 amps.
From Figs. 10, 11 anl 12 of mny previous paper on the poly-
phase induction Inotor are taken the vwlues of the first columnns
of Table 1I:
Td = three-plhase torque, or three tiunes torque per circuit, as
given in Fig. 2 of previoius paper,
d
-three-phase current per circuit, absolute, from pre-
vious paper,
P Pd = three-phase power factor, from previous paper,
I Fd = three-phase induction factor, calculated from power
factor, = 4/1i-fP ]Fd'2
A TAd1 tlhree-phase apparent torque efficiency, froin )revious
paper.
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PF A TE
_~~~~~~~~_1_ {_
_1
R.5
-15
.5
1.0
1.5
a= 5: a=1:
I.47 2.55
3 40 5-75
5 74 9-33
0 2
6.20 (.r
.15
.5
I.0
I.5
- -
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Therefore:
-= absolute admittance per three-phase A circuit =
'P
e
Y'= vector adrnittance per three-phase A circuit
y7 (P Fd + j IPd))
a= 21
20
~~~~~~~~~~~~100
~~~~~~~~~~~~0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.f
FIG. 3 1 -Single Phase Induiction
Motor.
Mlonocyclic Starting Device.
Resistance - Inductance
Y,= a Y2 = ja
Three Phase MNlotor
Y=.-O + .Ij. Z = .I-.3j. uIO Volts.
eo cross F. M. F.
t= 21 L1 + +2 A1
T t Yd
APPAR'ENT TORQUE EF,FICI'ENCY,
30
20
10
_i .2, 0
300
70
00
20
,'TORQUE_ EFFICINCY
60
10
!0
Fra. 32.-Single Phase Induction
Motor.
Monocyclic Starting Device.
Resistance - Inductance
Y=a Y2 = ja.
T hree Phase Motor.
.+ I j, Z = .1- .3]. I ro Vo'ts.
88
88LDUCTION MOTOR.
I =eaA 1j++2
I-I
=- 3 Id = ratio of single-phase and of three-phase current,
d__
t
- ratio of single-phase and of three-phase apparent
p
torque efficiency.
Herefrom, in Table III, for this motor as three-phase motor, and
as single-phase motor at 30% higher magnetic density, and e
110:
P. F. power factor, from 1, for a - .5, 1, 2, 4, or rather:
a .S45, 1.69, 3.38 and 6.76, and for three-phase, A:
A. T. E,. t A. T. Fi forc -5.5 1 2 4, or rather: a
-PA,
.945, 1.69, 3.38 and 6.76, and for three-phase, A:
T. A. -T. E. for a .5,1,2 4, or iather: a=.845,P.F
1.69. 3.3S and 6 76, and for three-phase, t:
Total cLurrent, f, for a 5., 1, 2, 4, or rather: a = .845, 1.69,
3.38 and 6.76, and for three-phase, A: = 3 I.
Torque T. Power input P, Volt-ampere input Q.
These values are plotted in Figs. 31, 32 and 33 with the ex-
ternal secondary resistance JP as abscisse The resistance 1? re-
fers to the three-phase mnotor, and thus in the single-phase motor
is 1 l> as highl, due to the higher density.
As seeni florn these tables and diagrans, tihe torque and ecur-
rent curves, as function of the secondary resistance, have witlh
the ionocielic startingf device b ej resistanice-inductance the
satme general sliape as witlh the polyplase maotor.
(Chooiinog in the single-phase m1otor a 30% higher density, the
maximium available starting torque is about the same as witlh the
three-phase motor (thuis, when rating the single-phase motor at
about A the capacity of the same motor as polyplase nmotor, a
larger percentage of ftull lead torcque than on polyplhase circuit.)
Tiis startino, torque hlowever requires a very miuclh larger current
than with the polypphase nmotor, fromn two to three times as much
at a = 4.
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The single phase motor can start with about the same current
as the poly)hase motor, but gives in this case only about one
third the torque, at a = .5.
In the diag,ramn (Fig. 3 1) are inarked, also the current consumed
in the monocyclic starting device (at 45V lag) with the motor
disconnected therefromn, and the full load ecurrents of the motor
W_i 81 _1 ~~~~~~~90
--.-j ~~~~~~~~70
- STA4RTING DEVICE AT OPEN CICUl 00 cO
50
40
(1
POWER FACTOCR %
_ A<=:==gSL1
80
GO
40
1{ ~~~30
R=O .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.A 1.6
FIG. 33.-Single Phase Induction
Motor.
Starting Device.
Resistance - Inductance
Y1= a. Y2 =ja.
Three Phase Motor.
= .01 + .Ij. Z = .1 - 3j. IIO Volts.
CURRENT
800
G00
300
0~~~~~~a go
-1 t - 2i100
KE II o0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.6
FIG. 34.-Sitigle Phlase Inductioin
Motor.
Alonocyclic Starting Device.
Condensance -Inductance
Y¾ = ja. Y1 -ja.
Three Phase LMotors
Y-= .01 + .I j. Z = .1 - 'j IO N OltsB
without starting device, the motors being rated at Z their maxi-
mum torque as full load torque.
b. -CAPACITY.-TNDUCTANCE.
Let, in a three-phase motor, Y1 -=g 1 +J b6' admnittance per
notor circuit, reduiced to A connection.
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Y= +j a,
Y2=
-ja.
Substituting:
y11 = a A -t, (r +j P), y I
-e+- , it is, in the three-
phase motor:
y = 1.5 Y1= 1.5 a A,
YO 2 Y'= 2 a
q = j i113
Hence, substituting these values in the general equation, it is
E=_ ee
l- e A -2 jI
E1 e A +.J2 A
j e ( +j A2 A
e a 1- JA22 2
o j e a,
ab V 9I Q + I2 e C6
_ ea
-2 2A2'
I' = 1.5ae a A
= et (3A
- a(3 A i+-)2
e t 1 + 3 A2
2 A
Relative torque:
t T eoJ r
_ e0 _ 3q6dge
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Relative current or volt-ampere input:
e2 at
el- 2~-d[t +3A2] 1 [+2
P 3eId - 3e2ad = IY2 It + 3 A ]
61 1+ +__
rk ~~~~80
Le' I > ~~~~~~~~~10
a 0
200
at<_ I
.'1()~~~~~~~~~~~1
30
H -t 10 L_ t
.10
20
)00
80
~0
,=0 .2 .4 .6 .0 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.0
FIG, 35.-Single Phase Induction
Motor.
Monocvclic Starting Device.
Condensance - lIductance
1 = a. Y2 = ja.
Three Phase Motor
]' - .01 + .1 j. Z = .1 - .3 j. 1IO Volts,
In Table IV. are caleulated,
:36, the values of:
Relative Torque: t.
Vector Cinrrent: I.
100
160
110
1.20
so--I 100 -j
6080
100
AA- E It 20
100
i A70
r r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----/--f/----
/ /'POWER FACTOR,
30
10
R= 0) .2) .1 .0 J 1.0 1.-1 1.1 1. 0
FIG. 36.-Single Phase Induction
Motor.
Starting Device.
Condensance - Iuductance
YV = jVa.2 =-ja.
Three Phase Motor
1 = ,OI + .I/. Z = .1 - 3j. T10 Volts.
and plotted on Figs. 34, 35 and
92 Feb. 23,
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Relative Currenit: I,
INDUCTION IMOTOR.
Relative appparent torque efficiency: t
Power Factor.
Apparent torque efficiency.
TABLE IV.
CAPACITY - INDUCTANCE.
Z =.1-.3j. Y = .01 + .1j.
p
1--
a=.5: a-I: a-2:
.500 .445 .33
.500 *457 *435
.506 .530 .76
.538 .688 2.45
.58o .880 2.31
P1p ATE
a=.5: a=1: a=2: A a=.5: a=1: a=2: A:
41.8 40.0 72.4 31 5 1.72 4.3 10.4 15.3
51-4 62.5 92.3 49.0 6.6 24-4 30-3 34-0
78-0 88.4 I00 74.0 22.4 44.0 6r.5 6z.5
92.0 98.6 97.8 87.0 48.2 75-. 7 .4 78.5
95-5 200 95.7 89.0 62.0 8I.5 62.3 8I.5
YTE
a=.5: a=1: a=2: A:
4.I 20.5
12.8 23.1
28.7 49.8
52.5 76.7
65.o 62
14.5 51.5
32.8 69.5
6I.5 83.0
73-0 90.4
65.3 gi.6
e= 110.
R: a=.5: a=i: a=2. a=.5: a=1: a=2:
0 .057 .125 .228 111+242j 94+217i 126+20oj
.I5 .097 .194 *388 123+205i 137+71]j 192+ 76 j
5 .189 .378 .760 147+117 j 174+ 92 j 282-6.6j
1.0 .330 .66o I-315 126+ 54] 173+ 27] 362- 771
1.5 .441 .832 I-760 I06+ 33i I69+ .6j 423-128j
R :
.25
.5
2.0
1.5
a=.5: a-1: a=2:
.113 .282 .690
.194 .425 .893
.365 .716 I.00
.614 .962 .910
.762 2.00 .765
R:
,I5
.5
1.0
.5
I
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at 30 per cfnt. higher density: at 30 per cent higher density:
R. a=.5: a=1: a=2: A: a=.6: a=1: a=2: A:
0 .85 1.9 3.4 8.8 450 397 293 528
.15 3 0 5.6 II.9 I8.I5 403 370 351 480
*5 7.8 x5 8 31.8 24.75 317 333 476 372
.0 12.1 24.3 48.6 21.90 232 296 625 255
1.5 22.6 23.2 50.2 16.90 x88 285 745 192
Torque efficiency of the tlhree-phase motor:
Z=.1- 3j, Y= .01 +1j, e = 110,
with single-phase, capacity-inductance monocyclic starting devise
of admittanice: a = .5, a = 1, a = 2, and the values of torque.
Total current input of the motor as three-phase motor, and as
single-phase motor at 30 per cent. higher density (that is, of the
constants:
Z -- .0(59 - .177j, Y = .0169 + .169), e = 110,
a = .845, 1.69, 3.38.
As seen herefrom, by means of condensance-inductance as
monocyclic starting device, the motor can be started with a torque
far in excess to its maximum torque as three-phase motor; its
power factor is higher than on three-phase circuit, its torquie
efficiency lower, and its apparent torque efficiency about equal to
that of the three-phase motor.
While, however, with the resistance-inductance starting device,
the general shape of the curves, as the change of torque, current,
etc., with the secondary resistance of the motor, is of the same
character as with the three-plhase, showing a gradual approach
from the single-phase shape towards that of the three-phase
motor, with increasing a, it is in the capacity-inductance device
essentially different, the more, the larger the capacity admittance
a is. For instance, with a = 2, the current is a minimum with
short-circuited secondary, and rises very greatly with increasing
secondary resistance-just the reverse of the three-phase motor.
In general, by the use of capacity, the high range of the curves
is shoTt, that is, the curves are steeper.
A more complete discussion of the effect of capacity must,
lhowever be reserved for a separate paper.
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e). Polarization-inductance.-As further irstance of the
monocyclic starting device of single-phase motors are shown in
Fig. 37, the curves of the three-phase motor,
Z = .1 -.3j, Y =.01 + .1j, e = 110,
or, as single-phase motor rewound for 1.30 times the magnetic
density, as:
Z = .059 - .177j, Y = .0169 + .169j, e = 110,
with an induietance of .10 power factor and an electrolytic con-
denser, or series of polarization cells (which, as known, act like a
90
80
70
60
[350
10
30
20
10
0
0Ia:
0
co
2{t
~20,0
ITRRssEEPHMI.F0
5~~6 Laso20000,0
204 90 18,0
CI-shL lo+°cM_ 3_ 80 30 16,0Wt4 <- s - 6~~~~~0°c 141,0O
No X0 200 4,04
S 10 100 2,0
0 0
R 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
FIG. 37.-Single Phase Induction
Motor.
Monocyclic Starting Device.
Electrolytic Condenser and Inductance.
y, =
.17 + 1.52 j. Y2 = I.I8 - 1.z8J.
Three Phase Motor
Y
- .01 + Il j Z = .I - *3i
0
00
900
000
00
00
00
00
0N0
)0
00
00
00
0 FIG. 38.-Single Phase Induction
Motor. Starting.
Condenser of .375 j Admittance ill Shunt
of Second Self Induct of + aj Admittance
in Shunt of Third Phase. Condenser Adjustcd
for ICO pcr cent. P. F. at X4 Load. Total
Admittance per A Circuit: YO = .49 + 25.
Three-Phase Motor
1 = .01 + -r j. Z = . 3i.
leaky condenser, or condenser of hiigh power factor) of .707 power
factor (450 lead), corresponding to a = 1 in the previous in-
stances.
It is thus:
Y=-.1 + .9j Y2 = .707 -.707j,
or, reduced to the motor of 30 per cent. higher density.
Y= .17 + .152j, Y2= 1.18 - 1.18).
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As seen, the curves show the same characteristics as the three-
phase, and the resistance-inductance cur+ves, being intermediate
between them.
That is, torquie, torque efficiencies, etc. are higher than with
the resistance-inductance device, but lower than oni three-phase
circuit, except the power factor, whichl is higher.
These curves do not show an)y of the peculiarities of the con-
densance-inductance curves. That is, due to the higlh power fac-
tor of the electrolytic condenser, all resonance phenomena have
disappeared.
In the preceding instances the absolute values of admittances
Y1 and Y2 have been assumed as equal.
To investigate the effect of a change of one of these values, in
Fig. 38 are plotted for:
-Y [- a,
Y2= .375j,
that is, constant condensance, and varied inductance, with the in-
ductive reactance a as abscissae, and the total admittance per 4
circuit of the motor, of Y' = .49 + .25j, the values:
Starting current, in per cent. of full load current;
Starting torque, in per cent. of full load torque;
Apparent torque efficiency, in per cent., and
Apparent torque efliciency, in per cent. of that of the three--
phase motor or relative apparent torque efficiency.
The admittance of the motor, Y' = .49 + .25), corresponds
to i load.
The condensance, Y2 =- .375 a, is such as would make the
power factor at 3 load 100 per cent., when connected across the
main circuit.
As seen, the changes with varying a are comparatively small
over a wide range.
The starting torque is a mnaximum at: a .65.
The apparent torqtue efficiency is a maximum at: a = .55.
The relative apparent torque efficiency is a maximum at: a = .5.
The starting current increases
from 1.08 times three-pliasb current, at a - 0,
to 1.32 times three-phase current, at a = 1.5.
§3. ACCELERATION WITH STARTING DEVICE.
The torque of the single-phase induction motor (withouit start-
ing device) is proportional to the produiet of mnain flux or magnetic-
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flux produced by the primary imnpressed E. M. F. and the speed.
Thus it is the same as in the polyphase inotor at or very near
synchronismn, buit falls off with decreasing speed and becomes zero
at standstill.
To produce a starting torque, a device has to be used to impres&
an auxiliary magnetic flux upon the motor, in quadrature with
the main flux in tinme and in space, and the starting torquie is pro-
portional to this atuxiliary or quadrature flux. During accelera-
tion or at intermediate speeds, the torquie of the motor is the resul-
tant of the main torque or torque produced by the primary
main flux, and the auxiliary quadrature or starting flux. In gen-
eral this resultant torquie is not the sum of main and auxiliary
torque, but less, duie to the interaction between the motor and the
starting device.
All the starting devices depend more or less upon the total
admittance of the motor and its power factor. With increasing
speed, however, the total admittance of the motor decreases and
its power factor increases, and an auxiliary torque device suited
for the admiiittance of the inotor at standstill will not be suited
any more for the changed admittance at speed.
The currenits induced in the secondary by the main or primary
magnetic flux are carried by the rotation of the motor more or
less in quadrature positioIn and thus produce the quadrature flux,
giving the main torque as discussed in the first paragraph.
This quadrature component of the main flux induces an E. M. F.
in the auxiliary circuit of the starting device and thus cihanges
the distribution of currents and E. M. F.'S. in the starting device.
The circuits of the starting device then contain besides the motor
admittance and external admittance ani active counter E. M. F.
changinig wvith the speed. Inversely the currents produced by
the counter E. M. F. Of the motor in the auxiliary circuits react
upon the counter E. M. F., that is upon the quadrature comnponent
of miain flux and change it.
Thuis during acceleration we have to consider:
lst. The effect of the change of total motor admittanice, and-
its power' factor, upon the starting device.
2nd. The effect of the counter E. M. F. of the motor upon the
starting device, anid the effect of the starting device upon the
counter F. M. F. of the motor.
1st. The total motor admittance and its power factor change
very much dUring acceleration in muotors with short-circuited low
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resistance secondarv. In such motors the admittance at rest is
very large and its power factor low, and with increasing speed the
adimittance decreases and its power factor increases greatly. In
motors witlh short-circuited high resistance secondary, the admnit-
tance also decreases greatly during acceleration, but its power
factor changes less, being already high at standstill. Thus the
starting device will be affected less. Such mnotors, however, are
inefficient at speed. In inotors with variable secondary resistance
the admittance and its power factor are maintained constant dur-
ing acceleration by decreasing the resistance of the secondary cir-
cuit in correspondence with the increasing counter E. M. F. I ence
in such motors the starting device is not thrown out of adjust-
menit by the changing admittance during acceleration, and they
are thus preferable.
The investigation of the phenomena taking place during accel-
eration can be carried out in a similar manner as the investigation
of the startiuig in paragraph 2, by considering, however, in the
circuits besides their respective admittance or impedance the
counter E. M. F.'s of the motor, or E. M. F. 's induced by the quad-
rature component of main flux. It would extend the paper too
far, however, and thus Imjust be postponed for a later occasion,
and only some general conclusions drawn.
While any desired torque can be produced by the use of resis-
tance and inductance anid mutual induction as starting devices, the
torque is necessarily far below that which can be produced in a
polyphase motor with the same expenditure of volt-amperes or of
watts, that is the apparent torqtie efficiency and the torque effli-
ciency are lower. A ruuch better starting torque efficiency, and
apparent torque efficiency, under circumstances almost as good or
better as in a polyplhase motor, can be produced by the use of
capacity. Capacity, however, is generally only suitable for a
sine wave of E. M. F. and most generators do not give a sine wave,
and in general the use of a wave differing from sine shape is
preferable for other reasons, while for the motors proper, the
wave shape is immaterial. Furthermore, looking over the curves
of starting torque and apparent torque efficiency given in para-
graph 2, the general feature is noticeable that capacity gives very
high values for a very limited range only, but low values outside
thereof. Thus, when securing high starting torque by means of
capacity, with the change of admittance during acceleration, the
conditicns become unfavorable much faster than by the use of
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resistance, iiiductance and mutual induction. Henice, while good
starting torque can be produced by capacity, in general this
torque is not maintained during acceleration up, to the speed
where the main torque of the motor is sufficient for further
acceleration, and thus such a motor will start, but not run up to
speed.
A. PHASE SPLITTING DEVICES.
In these the starting torque depends upon the relative propor-
tion of the internal or motor admittance and the external adrnit-
tance of the starting device, and is thluls essentially affected by the
change of admittance during acceleration in a motor with short-
circuited low resistance secondary.
Thus, for instance, in Fig. 12, in a motor with impedance Z=
r-j x 1-3j of each of the two primary coils at standstill, and
inductive reactance -j a in circuit of one of thein, the apparent
torque efficiency is very low and fairly constant, about 10 per
cent. of that of a polyphase motor, for a wide range of reactance.
During acceleration r increases, x decreases and the relative ap-
parent torque efficiency approaches that of the motor Z=3-lj,
that is increases considerably. If, however, a great starting
torque was produced by capacity as shown on the left side of Fig.
12, the relative apparent torque efficiency decreases during accel-
eration by passing from curve Z- 1-3 j towards curve Z= 3-1j.
The right hand side of Fig. 12 represents also the effect of
resistance as a starting device, but with the two curves exchanged,
the higher one representing Z=1-3 j the lower one Z=3-1 j.
Thus by using resistance a in one of the motor circuits, a good
starting torque, of niearly 50 per cent. of that of the polyphase
motor of same volt-ampere input, is produced in a motor with low
resistance secondary, but during acceleration it falls off due to the
increase of power factor of the motor impedance, and the motor,
while starting under good torque, will probably not be able to run
up toQspeed, even under fairly light load.
Still m-ore instructive is Fig. 13, two reactances, of which at
least one is a capacity reactance.
As long as one of the reactances -j b is inductive, the two
curves, Z=1-3 j representing a motor with low resistance
armature, and Z= 3-1j representing a motor with high resistance
armature, and thus approximately the conditions of a motor with
low resistance armature at speed, give fairly the same results,
using,, however, two capacity reactances, an enormous apparent
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torque efficiency can be produced in starting, more than three
times that of the polyphase imiotor, for b= -2. But with in-
creasing power factor of impedance, that is during acceleration,
this torque decreases to zero and then reverses, and Z=3--l j
gives
-1% of the polypliase apparent torquie efficiency. Tlinis
witlh this device, a low resistance motor will start withl very
p)owerflll torque, but withl increasing speed the torque pioduced
by the starting device falls to zero and then revterses, and if ille
main torquie of the motor is not very large at fairly low speeds,
the mnotor will not run up to speed even at light load. hlence
this device of two capacities in the two motor eircuits is unsuit-
able for low resistance motors, althouglh it gives a very powerful
starting torque.
B. INDUCTIVE DEVICES.
The inductive devices depend still more than the phase split-
tiIng devices upon the power factor of the motor admittance. As
seen in paragraphl 2, evein the direction of the torque given by
tile startinog device depends uipon the power fact6r of the motor
impedance.
For instance, the sliading coil or the accelerating coil acts as
retarding coil if its power factor is higher thanl a certain value
depending upon that of the motor, etc. and as accelerating coil if
its power factor is lower than this valtie. Hence with a very low
reactance shading coil and a hiigh reactance motor secondary, a
fairly good torque is secured in starting, but this torque rapidly
disappears and then reverses during, acceleration, and this device
can thus be used only witlh motors giving a main torque curve,
however, requires fairly higlh armature resistance and tlius gives
low torquie for the starting device. Hence, the shading coil is
suitable only for very small motors starting under light load.
The accelerating coil requires a higlh resistance secondary and
when used with a motor with variable armature resistance, the
motor cain be made to start in one direction witlh the resistance in,
but in the opposite direction by cutting out the resistance. In
the latter case the motor obviously does not run up to speed, due
to the reversal of the torque, except if after starting, the accelera-
ting coil is cut out and the resistance cut in again. Torquie curves
of such a starting device will be shown in the followiIm:
The moniocyclic starting device, especially witlh resistance in-
ductance, is scarcely at all affected by a change of the power fac-
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t)r of the admittance, and is improved by the decrease of
admittance during acceleration, since a decrease of the motor
admittance is equivalent to an increase of the admittance A, that
is an increase of the teaser E. M. F. Thus it is the most satisfac-
tory starting device, and is more fully discussed in the following.
2nd.-Effect of the couinter E. M. F. of the motor upon the
starting device and inversely.
In the phase splitting device, wliere a definite phase displace-
ment is produced in circuits of different impedances, thle induc-
tioii of the counter E. M. F. in these circuits necessarily throws
these circuits more or less out of phase. The same applies to
external inductive devices.
AVWhere several circuits are in mnultiple between the same
primary mains, but displaced in position on the motor primary,
the coiunter F. M. F'S induced by the main flux of the motor in
these circuits are dlisplaced in phase from eacll other, aind thus
formn more or less a short circuit, througlh the parallel coils, and
thereby produce a cuirrent which reduces the counter E. M. F., and
thus the main torque of the motor.
Still more is this the case with the internal inductive devices.
The shiading coil as xvell as the accelerating coil form a dead
short ciIrcuit for the componeint of main flux in their direction,
and thus practically anniiliiate this flulx by the demagnetizing
effect of the induced current. The result is a great decrease or
even reversal of torque, and a falling off of output. For instance,
in a single plhase motor giving( a maximum torque at 96 per cent.
of synchronism of 217 lbs. at I ft. radius, with 93 amperes input
at 220) volts, the maxiimuin torquie is reduiced to 132 lbs. at S9
per cent. of synchlr(oiismn, whiile tIme cuirrent is increased to 320
amperes, that is, the apparent torquie efficiency lhas fallen off to
17.7 per cent. of its previoius value, duie to tIme short circuit
caused by the inductive starting device of the accelerating coil.
A nuimber of torque cuirves of a motor with accelerating coil are
shown in Fig 39 with different values of resistance in the secon-
dary. This motor is the 1-S-30-900-110 of which the tllree-phase
curves are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 of my previouis paper on the
polyphase induiction imotor, the single-phase curves in Fig. 9 and
10 and the curves withl monocyclic startingo, device in Fig. 42 of
this paper. The motor has a thiree-phlase winding, of which one
coil is excited as pritnarv coil, one short-eircuited and one open,
thus the accelerating soil is displaced 60Q from the main coil.
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As seen, with short-circuited secondary, the starting torque is
negative, 4 pounds and remainis so up to a speed where the inain
torque of the motor overpowers the reverse torque of the startiig
device, or the latter disappears, due to the increase of the power
factor of the motor, at 30 per cent. of syncllronism. With ined-
ium resistance in the secondary the torque is 24 lbs. in starting,
increases due to the increase of power factor of the motor as dis-
cussed before, reaches a maximum of 40 lbs., but then decreases
40
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FIG. 39.
1.8 30-900-110. Single-Phase Motor.
Speed Curves with Inductive
Starting Device.
One Circuit Excited. One Circuit Short
Circuited. One Circuit Open.
again and reverses at 80 per cent. of synchronism, dne to the
short circuit. It becomnes - 49 ibs. at synchronisn. With high
resistance in the secondary, the torque is a maximum of 14 lb)s. at
1 ft. radius in starting, and then decreases due to the short-circuit.
becomes zero at 48 per cent. of synchlronism, and gives at syn-
chronism -61 lbes. re-erse torque.
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These curves show best the interaction of the three effects; the
maini torque of the mnotor, zero at standstill and increasing witlh
speed, the torque of tlle starting device, increasing in positive, or
decreasing in negative direction, due to the change of power factor
of the motor adinittance, and the retarding effect of the short-
circuit of main flux by the accelerating coil. The currenit in
either of the curves is very large, thus the apparent torque effi-
ciency low.
With the monocyclic starting device the effect of the couinter-
E. M. F. is to raise the altitude of the monocyclic or teaser triangle,
a= 1.0 T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.o- 1- -.0
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Y .01 +. S NGLE PHASE INIDU TIOIN MOTOR
MONOCYCLIC STARTING D VICE,
FIG. 40. FIG. 41.
and thiereby to increase the torque, up to the speed wlhere the
counter E. M. F. equals the altitude of the teaser triangle at open
cir-cuit. At this speed the teaser current becomes zero, (or very
small since some current flows duie to the difference of phiase
between teaser and counter E. Mi. F.), and the torque equals the.
main torque of the motor, that is the starting device hias become-
ineffective. Beyond this the counter E. M. F. is highier th-an the-
iinpressed E. M. F. and current returns over the teaser, witl the^
effect of reducing, the torque of the motor b)y a partial short-
circuit. Witlh a motor of a three- phase winding witlh
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two terminals connected to the single phase mains of E. M. F. e
and the third terminal to the teaser or intermediary connection
of a resistance inductance monocyclic starting device, the maxi-
,mum counter E. M. F. of the motor in the teaser circuit, neglecting
internal drop, is 1 4/3 e or .867 e. The maximum teaser voltage
(at open circuit) is e / 2, thus at .8 =58% of synchroinisrii the
teaser current should cease and the monocyclic starting device
become inactive and should be cut out. In reality, due to the
drop of voltage in the inotor, the point where the starting device
becomes inactive lies at higher speed, from 60 to 65 per cent. of
synchronismn.
Assuming approximately the auxiliary torque of the mono-
cyclic starting device as proportional to the difference between
teaser E. M. F. and counter E. M. F. of the motor, the resultant
torque is the sum of the auxiliary torque of the starting device
and the main torque of the motor.
In Fig. 40 and 41 are plotted the curves of Fig. 40, 41, result-
ant torque of the single-phase motor in Fig. 6, 7, 8, with the
resistance-induietance starting device in Fig. 31 of paragraph 2,
for the secondary resistances rl = .1, or open circuit, r1l= .25,
,= .6 and r, = 1.6 ohms per circuit, and for a = 1.0 and
a .5. The startin)g torque is taken fromn Fig. 31 in
paragraplh 2. It decreases with increasing speed in a straight
line, becomes zero at 60 per cent. of synchroniism, and negative
bevond this, as shown in dotted line for r- = .25, a = 1.0 in
Fig. 40. This torque added to time main torque in Fig. 6, Sec-
tion 1, gives the torque curves of Fig. 4u) and 41. As seen, these
torque cuirves have very mucli the samne shape as those of a poly-
phase motor, and change in tlle same Imanner with the change of
secondary resistance, but do not become zero at synchlronism, but
;at a definite speed below synchronism. The range of the curve
Eiear synchironism is of less interest, since the starting device is
expected to be clut out of circuit between lhalf-speed and two-
third speed. It is of interest to compare these speed curves of
the single-phase induction motor witlh monocyclic starting device
in Figs. 40 arid 41 with the speed curve of the same motor as
polyphase motor in Fig. 10 and 11 of my previous paper, and as
single-phase miotor in Fig. 6, 7, 8, paragraph 1. As seen, witlh
increasing a, the clrv-es gradually change from those of tie sini-
gle-plhase motor to those of the polylplease moeor.
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In Fig. 42 are shown the speed torque curves of a Fig. 42
induction inotor witlh monocyclic starting device as found by test,
for three values of secondary resistance ; slhort-circuit, medium
and high resistance, together with the curves of the teaser cur-
Jl + [21
rent Io and the average of the two main currents ' ' for
hig,h resistance in the secondary. As seen, the teaser current I
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1.8-30-900-110. Speed Curves with
Monocyclic Starting Device.
Resistance - Inductance
-1= 2 13. Y2 = .085 + 2.12].
decreases proportional to the speed, reaches a minimum at 65 per
cent. of synchronism, and then increases again as return current,
up to synchronism, exactly as to be expected theoretically.
Of the same motor the single-phase speed curves as shown in
Figs. 9 and 10, Section 1, and the three-plhase speed curves in Figs.
1 and 2 of my previous paper. All these thiree sets of curves are
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taken at the same impressed voltage and ftequency and are tlhus
directly coinparable. These tests, however, were miade some
years ago and thus the motor no longer represents the present
state of the art.
Herefrom it appears, that of all single-phase inductioni inotor
staruing devices the monocyclic device most nearly reproduces in
starting and accelerating, the conditions of thle polyphase mnotor.
DISCUSSION.
THE PRESIDENT:-This paper of Mr. Steinmetz is another
valuable contribution to onr TRANSACTIONS, of which hle has
already given us several, and as he himself said, it is a continu-
ation of previous work. The single-phase induction motor is
rather a new device. It resembles somewhat the synchronous
motor in being incapable of starting itself, anid has small torque
at speeds below synchronism. This limiBitation is brought out by
the fact that Mr. Steinmetz devotes inore than three-fourths of
his paper to the starting devices and the effect that they have
upon the action of the motor.
The paper is open for discussion. Will Dr. IKennellv favor
us with a few remarks on the paper
DR. A. E. KENNELLY:-Thle paper before us is certainly an
abstruse one from the point of view of electric motors, because
we generally suppose that an electric motor is a very simiple
piece of apparatus. But I think if we eliminate that major-
portion of the paper which is devoted to starting; the remainder
devoted to the normal action of the miotor, resolves
itself into one of comparative simplicity. As the President has
remarked, the single-phase induction motor is a sort of intermne-
diary device between tIme multiplhase induction motor, with
which we have some familiarity, and the synchronous single-
phase machinie. The single-phase miiachine must be brought up
to speed in order to start, and must run strictly in synchlronism
or it will stop. The multiphase induction motor will not only
start with a full load torque, but even with a torquie cotnsiderably
in excess of full load, and it will not ruLn at exact synchronism.
The intermediary device of the single-phase induction miiotor is
one which will niot start itself like its friend the single-phase
synchronous motor, buit is more easily started from rest, and
when once started will run nearly in svnchronism-more nearly
in synchronism than the multiphase induiction motor; but if
pulled out of that synchronism by an overload, it has a greater
tendency to stop than the Tnultiphase induction motor. I think
that the relation between the two machines is perhaps more
readily comprehended by the mental device of assumuinig a double
rotation of the field than in any other way. Perlhaps I may
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